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C 77. Laws 1915.
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Washington. Jan. 9. Tf Secretary
of War Baker has any sense of humor he must get no end of amusement out of reflection over some of
his campaign speeches of 1916. l'"r
instance, when he went up into
Uaine to tell the voters there of their
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WILSON ASKS FOR
HALF BILLION FUND

which It Is not necessary to

disturb. We are serving the public
Interest and safeguarding the public
safety, but we are also regardful of
the Interest of those by whom these
great properties are owned and glad
to avail ourselves of the experience
and trained ability of those who Vive

WILSON STATES

ESTHER CLEVELAND

U.S. PEACE TERMS

been managing them.
DEMANDS
LEAGUE
OF NATIONS
Shipper Safeguarded.
TO BANISH WAR AND GUARD
is necessary that the transportaof troops and of war material, of
WEAK WITH STRONG.
food and of fuel, and of everything
that is necessary for the full mobilization of the energies and resources of
country should be first considered,
GUARANTEE DEMANDED the
but it is clearly in the public interest WORLD JUSTICE ASKED
also that the ordinary activities and
the normal individual and commercial
life of the country should be interAT
CLIMAX
MORAL
Special Stress Laid on Justio fered with and dislocated as little as ASCIRTS
asrest
the
NATION
AND
and
HAND
PEOPLE
may
OF
and
possible,
Done
Roads
public
to
Being
sured that the interest and convenLOYAL IN VITAL TEST.
Their Stockholders.
ience of the private shipper will be as
carefully served and safeguarded as
It Is
possible to serve and safeguard Ve.l:n New
(Veetern Newspaper Vnlon News Seivlre.
ypajHi I'll). in News Service.
it in the present extraordinary circumWashington, Jan. 5. President Wil- stances.
Washington, Jan. fl. In terms speton Friday laid before? Congress,
While the present authority of the cific and unquestionable,
President
in joint session, his recomexecutive suffices for till purposes of Wilson yesterday stipulated before a
mendations for carrying out govern- udmiiiist rat ion, and w hile, of course,
ment operation of railroads. Hills lo all private interests must for the pres- joint session of Congress the aims for
This
carry out the President's ideas already ent give way to the public necessity, which America is now lighting.
had been prepared under tin- super- it is, I am sure you will agree with country, he said, will continue the
vision of the Department of Justice me, right and necessary that the own- struggle until these are achieved.
The engagement of Esther Cleveland,
It was the "compelling voice of the
snd immediately were introduced with ers and creditors of the railways, the
of former President Cleveplans for prompt consideration in both holders of their stocks and bonds, Kussian people," asking a definition ot daughter
to Captain Bosanquet of the ColdHouse and Senate.
should receive from the government America's "principles and purposes" land,
that their that prompted the President to speak. stream Guards, has been announced
To provide for proper maintenance an unqualified guarantee
In London.
Captain Bosanquet is a
of the roads and their return to own properties will be maintained throughAnd it. was largely lo Itussia that his son of Sir Albert
Bosanquet and has
era in the same order as the govern out the period of federal control in as
directed.
was
been decorated with the distinguished
ment takes them over, the President gooil repair and as complete equip- speech
activiout
at
He struck
the sinister
Miss Cleveland went
service order.
recommended legislation to authorize ment as at present, anil that the sev
their upkeep ami betterment during eral roads will receive under federal ties of the German rulers, demanded to London in June, 1916, after having
the period of federal operation. Leg- management such compensation as is the light on all future negotiations qualified as a nurse and Instructor of
islation to this effect is ull contained equitable and just alike to their own- and treaties and held resolute to his the blind and took up work as a voIn
the administration
bills which ers and to the general public.
stand for territorial adjustments that lunteer at St. Dunstan's Home for
would appropriate a $.VHi,ouu,uiO fund Three-Yea- r
RlirHrd SnHie's.
Average Payment Basis. will insure peace.
or government operation.
To realize this embodiment, of "JusI would suggest the average net rail
Text of President's Address.
tice lo all peoples and nationalities,"
way operating Income of the three
Tho text of President Wilson's years ending June ;;o, It 7. I earnest- that they may "live on equal terms of TWO BILLIONSHIP PLAN
speech to Congress follows:
liberty and safety with one another
ly recommend that these
Gentlemen of the Congress: I hae be given by appropriate guarantees
whether they be strong or weak," the
legislation
asked the privilege of addressing you and given as promptly as circum- President said the American people IMMEDIATE
APPROPRIATION OF
In order to report that on the Nth of stances
will "devote their lives and honor."
permit.
ASKED.
$82,000,000
of
December last, during the recess
need not point out the essential
The President presented the followCongress, ncling through the secre- justice of such guarantees and their ing as necessary elements of world
tary of war, and under the authority great influence and significance as
Board Submits Contracts Providing
peace:
conferred upon me by the act of Con- elements
in the present financial and
For Building Houses for Workers
1. Open covenants of pence
without
gress approved Aug. 29, 19 Hi, I took industrial situation
of
the
country.
uiiderslaniliiiKK,
iiitertiittii'tial
And Expanding Present Yards.
possession and assumed control of the Indeed, one of the strong arguments private
in
seas
li. Absolute
el'
the
freedom
railway lines of the country and the for assuming control of the railroads peace or war except as they may lie
oystems of water transportation under at this time is the financial argu- cleKiMt by international action.
their control. This step seemed to bu ment. It is necessary that the value
3. Removal
of all economic barriers
Washington, Jan. 5. Plans for a
equality of trade
imperatively necessary in the interest of railway securities should be justly anil establishment ofnations
government shipbuilding
consenting
anions
of the public welfare, in the presence anil
fairly protected and that the to peace aii'l associating themselves program were rever.lcd when tho Shipof the great tasks of war with which
for
its maintenance.
financial operations every year
ping Board asked Congre.is for authorwe are now dealing. As our experi- large
in connection
with the
cut llfilnethiu Called Fur.
Arm
ity to place $701,000,000 worth of adence develops difficult les and makes necessary
e
of
u
4.
es
ra
a
for
and developthe reduction
maintenance,
operation
ditional
ehip contracts. At the same
It clear what they are,
have deemed ment of the roads should,
armaments to the lowest
during the national
point consistent witli domestic Hal'ety. time an immediate appropriation, $82,it my duty to remove these difficulties period of the war be wisely
related
coloextension
the
all
was
of
asked
for
000,00(1,
to
the
have
adjustment
wherever
legal power
to the financial operations of the nial Impartial
claims based upon the principle
housdo so. To assume control of the vast government.
that the peoples eoticcrucd have equal of shipyards and for providing
I reof
the
country,
weiuht with the interest of the govsystems
railway
ing facilities for workmen.
alize a very heavy responsibility, but Prosecution of War Primary Object. ernment.
Thus far the board lias been author
territl. Kvacuation of all Russian
e
to fail to do so in the existing circumOur first duty is, of course, to
ized lo cpond for shipbuilding
pofor
Kussia's
and
opportunity
tory
stances would have been a much
the common interest and the litical development.
contracts for most of which
7. Kvacuation
of licUium without have
greater. I assumed the less responsi- common safety and to make certain
awarded. Friday's request
been
to
limit
her
sovereignty.
any
attempt
the
that nothing stands in the way of
weightier.
bility rather than
N. All
to be freed for a further authorization and an adFrench
territory
the
successful
prosecution of the and restored and reparation for the ditional
Arteries of the Army.
appropriation brings tho estiof
treat war for liberty and justice, but taking
!l.
mates of funds needed for shipbuildI am sure that I am speaking tho it is an obligation
Readjustment of Italy's frontiers
of public conAmericans science and of public honor that the along clearly recognizable lines of na- ing to $2,018,000,000. If the additionmind of all thoughtful
when I say that It is our duty as the private interests we disturb should tionality.
Hi. Freest
opportunity for autono- al funds are made available they will
development of the peoples of be put largely Into fabricated stool
representatives of the nation to do be kept safe from unjust injury, and mous
Aust
y.
to
is
do
it.
that
it
Is
to
necessary
of the utmost consequence
everything
Serbia
11. Kvacuation nf Rumania,
contracts, although some conto secure the complete mobilization the government itself that all great ami Montenegro, with uccchh to the sea ship
tracts for ordinary sleel ships will be
of the whole resources of America by financial operations should bo sta- for Serbia and international guaranand political Indelet, as will a few for wooden ships on
as rapid and effective a means as can bilized and
with tho tees of economic
and territorial
Integrity of tho Pacific coast.
be found. Transportation supplies all financial operations of the govern- pendence
the Jialkan Mates.
No new shipyards are planned by
the arteries of mobilization. Unless it ment.
No borrowing
should run Ilemundn Dlirdnm'lleN Thrown Open.
board.
Tho fabricating yards
be under a single and unified direc- athwart the borrowings of the fed1L
Secure sovereignty for Turkey's the
tion, the whole process of the nation's eral treasury and no fundamental portion of tlie (ittoinau empire, but have ccntracta for about 500 ships
with other nationalities under Turkish now, which will keep them constantaction is embarrassed.
values should anywhere be unnecesrule assured security of life and opIn the hands of portunity
It was in the true spirit of America sarily impaired.
for autonomous development ly employed into 1919, but the board
and' It was right that we should first small investors in the country, as with t lie IiurdanellcH
permanently is anxious to place more contracts
to
all nations.
try to effect the necessary unifica- well as in national banks, the Insur- opened
13. ICstablishment
of
an
Independent and begin on the task of providing
in
action of ance companies, In savings banks,
tion under the voluntary
Polish slate, tncltnliiiK territories Inmaterials.
financial
agenhabited by indisputably I'olisli populathose who were In chnrge of the great trust companies, in
The board's housing plans call for
with free access to the sea and
railway properties, and we did try It. cies of every kind, railway securities, tions
economic
and
independence
the expenditure of about $35,000,000.
political
Tho directors of the railroads respond- the sum total of which runs up to and
territorial integrity guaranteed by Tho ren.alnder of the $82,000,000 asked
ed to tl
need promptly and gener- some ten or eleven thousand mil- in tern at ioual coven a nt.
14. cieiiera
association of nations will bo used to expand shipyards allions, constitute a vital part of the under
ously.
specific covenants for mutual
of credit and the unques guarantees
structure
of
independence ready built.
political to
Praises Executive.
tionable stability of that structure anil territorial integrity
The Senate Commerce Committee,
large anil
small states unite.
The group of railway executives must be maintained.
the progress of shipinvest'gatin
Stable
Peace.
and
Desire
Just
who were charged with tho task of
McAdoo to Undertake Work.
building took up alleged high profits
actual
and general direccov"For such an arrangement and
allowed In letting contracts, wooden
The secretary of war and I easily
tion performed their task with patrisaid the President in conclu- ships and tho subject of hour.ing.
otic zeal and marked ability, as was agreed that, in view of the many com- enants,"
conQuestioning of Theodore E. Ferris,
to have been expected, and did, I be- plex interests which must be safe- sion, "we are willing to fight and
lieve, everything that it was possible guarded and harmonized, us well as tinue to fight until they are achieved; chief constructor for the Emergency
for them to do In the circumstances. because of his exceptional experience but only because we wish the right Fleet Corporation, in connection with
If I have taken the task out of their and ability in this new field of gov- to prevail and desire a just and stable a report by the corporations district
hands, it has not been because of any ernmental action, the Hon. William G. peace."
officers at Seattle, brought out that
dereliction or failure on their part, McAdoo was tho right man to asSuch a program, he said, "removed the Clinchfield Navigation Company
of
control
administrative
sume
direct
but only because there were some
the chief provocations for war."
of New York was alleged to have obthings which the government can do this new executive task. At our re"The moral climax of this, the cul- tained profits amounting to $743,000
and present management cannot. We quest he consented to assume the aushall continue tn value most highly thority and duties of organizer and minating and final war for human lib- on ship contracts, when in fact the
the advice and assistance of these gen- director general of the new railway ad- erty, has come," said the President in company was not an actual builder of
He has assumed those ending his address, "and they (the ships.
tlemen, and I am sure we shall not ministration.
find them withholding It.
duties, and his work is in active pro- people of the United States) are ready
The company, it was testified, sold
is probably too much to exIt had become unmistakably gress.thatIt even
to put their own strength, their own to the government at a profit of
rail
unified
the
under
pect
plain that only under government
which will now oe highest purpose, their own integrity $420,000, four ships which the Sloan
administration ran the entire equip way administration
can be and devotion to the test."
economies
sufficient
Shipbuilding Corporation of Seattle
possible
ot
ment
the several svstems of trans
The practical agreement of funda- was building for it, and that it reeffected in the operation of the railbe
and
fully
portation
unreservedly
lo add to mentals in the President'.! program ceived a commission of $323,000 on
thrown Into common service w ithout ways to make itandpossible
extend their op- with those expressed by the British contracts it obtained from the fleet
their equipment
discrimination
injurious
against par
as much as the presmade an immediate and pro- corporation for twelve ships which
ticular properties and unembarrased erative facilities demands upon
their premier
common use be made of all tracks, ent extraordinary
found
upon all who heard the Sloan Corporation Is now building.
impression
reuse will render desirable without
terminals, terminal facilities and sorting to the national treasury for him.
equipment of every kind.
Coming at a moment when Germany
Third Liberty Loan Opens Feb. 15.
the funds.
faces the demands of her Socialists
No Big Shakeup.
The third Liberty
to
Washington.
Promptly.
Respond
Congress
Urges
for abandonment of any program of
will be opened Feb. 15.
Only under that authority can new
If It Is not possible it will, of course, annexations and Indemnities and also Loan campaign
terminals be constructed anil devel- be necessary to resort to Congress
What amount is to be raised In this
oped without regard to the require- for grants of money lor that purpose. faces the failure of the peace negotia- third drive could not be ascertained.
at
tions
President's
the
or
ments
limitations of particular The
of the treasury will adExtensive preparations for advertising
roads.
Put under government ad- vise secretary
committers with re pronouncement developed its tremen- and distributing the bonds were near-lnwith
as
ministration all these things will be gard to thisyour
he
word
dous
it
spoke
importance
very practical aspect of
completion. Numbers of striking
1 sugpossible not instantly, but as fast the matter. Kor the
by word to a crowded chamber of new posters were being prepared.
as practical difficulties, which cannot gest only the guaranteespresent
I have indilegislators, diplomats and officials
be merely conjured away, give way cated and such appropriations as are who
gave him the closest attention.
Two U. S. Aviators Killed In France.
before the new management.
necessary at the outset of this task.
The common administration will I take the liberty of expressing the
Washington. Deaths of Lieutenants
be carried out with as little disturb- hope that the Congress may grant "Ruthless Sea War" Zone Extended. William S. Ely and Sergeant George
ance of the present operating organ- these promptly and ungrudgingly. We
London. Further extension of the E. Houdek in an aeroplane accident
izations and personnel of the rail are dealing with great matters, and submarine barred zone is announced in France were reported by General
I
am
deal
them
with
as
will,
sure,
ways
possible,
in a wireless statement sent out by Pershing.
Ely lived in Rochester, N.
Nothing will b altered or dis- -' greatly.
the German government.
Y., and Houdek at Chicago.
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Crowder Warn

That Limit

May Be

Made 40 or 45 Years.

Washington. Increasing the draft
age from 31 to 40 or 45 years is one of
the "probabilities of the future," according to Provost Marshal Crowder
In his comprehensive
report to the
secretary of war.
The draft of the older men should
be mainly for skilled war labor, but
Hilliard Asks Aid for Colorado.
Washington. Congressman Ben Hilliard of Denver Introduced a resolution in the House of Representatives
to grait authority to Director General
W. G. McAdoo and the fuo! administration to provide transportation to
the coil field3 of Colorado. The resolution cites that some of the world's
greatest coal veins are In Routt and
Mof' at counties and says that the bar
to tlU asency of warmth and cheer
may bs circumvented by the construction ot a tunnel through the main

also to distribute the burdens of the
war. There are plenty of young men
for the first fighting, Crowder has
shown, but he also points out there Is
a danger of "Injuring the coming gen
eration" by taking away too many of
the "aggressively
patriotic young
men."
men between
10.C83.249
Out of the
the ages of 31 and 45, Crowder esti
mates 3,525.472 are unmarried, and
that 39 per cent, of the latter figure
or 1,389,388, would be accepted for
service under the pre.3ent regulations.

rago or

divide of the Rcrky moun

tains under or near James peak.

Hil-

liard ray a: "McAdoo made a great
Now
succe33 of the McAdoo tunnel
let him undertake another great Job
of terminal construction in Colorado,
if he would perform a great public
service."
Novelist Fined for Sugar Hoarding.
London. For baring hoarded sugar
Marie Corelli, tba novelist, was fined
50 pounds ($250) under the food

BRITISH CAPTURE

LITOVSK PARLEY

President Lays Before Congress
His Recommendations for CarIt
tion
rying Out Railroad Plans.

DRAFT AGE MAY BE RAISED.

WILLIAM G. M'ADOO

SUSPEND BREST- -

French Repulse Germans at Verdun.
as Spies
Germans Execute Twenty-twParis, Jan. 9. The French General
Twenty-twAmsterdam.
persons,
Lise, commanding the artillery on the
Italian front, has been killed in action. among them four from Antwerp, eight
German troops which attempted to ad- from, Ghent and a Dutch skipper,
vance on the Verdun front after a were executed by the Germans at
bombardment were driven back by the Ghent Dec. 20 for alleged espionage,
French fire, it is announced officially. according to the Telegraaf's correThree other
spondent at Flushing.
Hollanders were condemned to three,
Reopen Venice Public Schools.
Venice. The public schools, which four and ten years' imprisonment, rewere ordered closed when Venice was spectively. A large number of Belthreatened and the city evacuated, gians also received long terms of imprisonment and many others still are
have been ordered to reopen.
Incarcerated at Ghent awaiting trial.
Australian Cabinet Quits.
Socialists Refuse Hun Peace Plan.
London. The Australian
cabinet,
Amsterdam.
Independent Socialheaded by William Morris Hughes,
has resigned, according to a dispatch ists in Germany have sent a message
Trot-ik-y
from Melbourne. Frank G. Tudor, lab- to Bolshevik Foreign Minister
advising him not to accept the
or leader, has been summoned to form
German terms and to avoid a separate
a ministry.
peace, according to a report received
Former U. 8. Treasurer Roberts Dies. here.
Utica, N. Y. Ellis H. Roberts,
Reach 2,7S8,114.
of the United States, born War SUmp Sales
New York. Total sales by postof-fice- a
in 1827 and for many years editor of
throughout the country of thrift
the Utica Herald, died at his home
and war savings stamps amount to
here.
$2,768,114, It waa announced here.
o
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BRITISH TROOPS FORCE PASSAGE
OVER PIAVE AND RAID
TEUTON LINE.

TURKISH PEACE TERMS

AMERIGAN VESSEL SUNK

ASK DEMOBILIZATION OF BLACK

HARRY LUCKENBACH 18 FOURTH
OF LINE SENT DOWN BY
ATTACKS.

TEUTONS FEAR INTRIGUE OF
LIED DIPLOMATS WOULD
BLOCK PEACE PLAN.

SEA FLEET
OF MOSLEM TERRITORY.

Western Newspaper I'nlon New Servlc.

Western Newspaper Union New s Service.

London, Jan. 7. An official statement issued at Berlin and forwarded
by the Zurich correspondent of the
Company anExchange Telegraph
nounced that because of the Russian
request to transfer the peace pourparto Stockholm,
lers from
the central powers had suspended the
negotiations with Russia.
The Liberal Tageblatt reflects the
general attitude of the preBS in declaring that negotiations at Stockholm
would be impossible. The newspaper
says that the British, French and
American diplomats and their numer
ous agents now in Stockholm would
promptly weave a net of inlrigue
around the conference and that espionage would flourish, making successful negotiations impossible.
The Petrograd Post says the King
of Rumania has cabled the entente
allies that the Rumanians are deter
mined to continue the war, notwith
standing the desires of the troops on
the
front, and that
M. Poincaire,
the French President,
replied, assuring the King of France's
support.
The French government has protest
ed against the seizure of French banks
in Petrograd.
Brest-Litovs-

Russian-Rumania-

n

Jan. 7. The Persian
Petrograd,
charge d'affaires advised Leon Trot- zky, the Bolshevik! foreign minister,
that the Persian government had instructed him to open immediate negotiations with the authorities of the
Smolny Institute, the headquurters of
the Bolshevik!, for the evacuation of
Persia by the Russians. The Persian
note said instructions had also been
sent to the Persian legation at Constantinople for the commencement of
negotiations for the evacuation of
Persia by the Turks.
London, Jan. 7. Free passage of
the Dardanelles for Russian ships,
Russian evacuation of Turkish territory and the demobilization of the
Russian Black sea fleet are provided
for In the draft of Turkish peace
terms presented to Russia, according
to an Exchange Telegraph dispatch
from Petrograd.
Turkey, it is proposed, is to retain her active army in
consequence of the continuation of
war against the entente.
Washington.
Premier Lloyd
George's address to the British trades
unions on Great Britain's war aims
created a profound impression in official circles In Washington.
A feature of the address which particularly Interested officials here was
the reference to constitutional government in Germany.
While this was regarded as nearly
In line with similar sentiments expressed by President Wilson, It was
suggested that an underlying purpose
was to direct attention to the hollow-nes- s
and Insincerity of the efforts being made by Chancellor von Hertling
to convey the Impression that Germany already had been "democratized."
25,000 GERMAN

TROOPS

REVOLT.

Sending Troops to Western Front
Causes Rebellion in Russia.
London. A dispatch received here
from the Russian wireless service says
that 25,000 German soldiers in the re
gion east of Kovno have revolted.
German deserters stated that in con
sequence of the government drafting
all soldiers below the age of 35 for
dispatch to the western front, the
aforementioned number of men rebelled and marched out of the battle

Rome, Jan. 8. Although infantry operations in the major war theaters are
of a minor character, signs are not
wanting that big battles are in the
process of making in Flanders, France
and Italy, At various points in these
three war zones Intensive artillery
duels are going on day and night.
Soathwest of Yprcs, in Flanders,
the Germans made an attempt to enter British positions, but met with reWilliam G. McAdoo, secretary of the pulse and heavy losses. An attempted
treasury, appointed director of all rail, raid against the French positions on
roads in the United States by the presl- - the historic hill 304 in the Verdun
sector was stopped with sanguinary
Hunt.
losses to the Germans.
British patrols at several places
DRAFT LAW HELD VALID forced
crossings of the Piave river
against the Teutonic allies.
The London War Office has issued
DECISION
OF U. S. SUPREME
a summary of the British captures and
COURT UNANIMOUS.
losses in the war during 1917. The
total captures on all fronts numbered
Alex. Berkman, Louis Kramer and 114,544 prisoners and 781 guns. The
losses numbered 28,379 prisoners and
Others Denied Liberty Under
Selective Service Act.
ICC guns.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Tho selective service
Washington
act was held constitutional by the Su
preme Court.
The government's contention that
the power given Congress to declare
war included power to compel citi
zens to render military service both at
home and abroad was sustained by the
court.
Chief Justice White, who delivered
the unanimous opinion in a brief
statement, declared that after con
sidering the various contentions the
conclusion had been reached that
mo3t of them were imaginary rather
than real.
The decision resulted from the appeals of thirteen cases growing out of
convictions under the selective service act, five coming from New York,
three from Ohio, four from Minnesota,
and one from Georgia. Constitutionality of the act was questioned in all
the appeals.
The cases from New York were
those of Louis Kramer, Morris Becker,
Emma Goldman, Alexander Berkman
and Meyer Graubard. The first four
were convicted of attempting to induce others of draft'age not to register, and an additional charge of failure to register was made against Kramer, who was sentenced to two years'
Imprisonment. Becker was sentenced
to one year and eight months in jail,
while Emma Goldman and Berkman
were ordered imprisoned for two
r
years and fined $10,000 each. A
sentence was given Graubard for
falling to register.
In holding the law constitutional
the court took no action in those cases
involving charges of conspiracy to
prevent the carrying out of the purposes of the law. These, It was understood, will be taken up by the
court later. That question is Involved
in the cases of Alexander Berkman
and Emma Goldman, Louis Kramer
and Morris Becker, convicted in New
York on the same charge and the so- called Ohio cases.
one-yea-

LANSING

MAY

GO

TO

LONDON.

Lord Chief Justice Reading to Be Brit
ish War Chief in U. S.
Washington. It was reported Mon
day that Secretary of State Lansing
is to be sent to Europe as a permanent
high war commissioner.
The report that Mr. Lansing is to
be sent abroad gained wide currency
among senators and representatives
and occasioned much speculation not
only on the significance of the move,
line.
but on the selection of a new secre
then
entrenched
themselves
They
of state. Republicans who have
with rifles and machine guns against tary
been urging the administration to es
the other German units. The German tablish a coalition
government promilitary authorities have been power fess to believe that the President
less against the revolters and are try
might appoint Ellhu Root to the Amering to cut off their food sunnlies.
ican premiership.
The German deserters declared that
one of the motives for the revolt was
London. Earl
lord chief
that the sending of troops to the west Justice, will go toReading,
the United States
ern front was a contravention of the as direct
representative of the British
armistice agreement.
war cabinet, according to the Dally
While Earl Reading will
Express.
Red Cross Given Royal Palace.
have the title of ambassador, purely
Genoa. King Victor Emmanuel has diplomatic matters will be in the
turned over the royal palace here for hands of a charge d'affaires, the earl
the use of the American Red Cross.
controlling war activities.
Russo-Germa-

n

London. British casualties reported
during the week ending Jan. 7 totaled
18,998. The losses were divided as
follows: Officers killed or died ot
Officers
wounds, 113; men, 3,832.
wounded or missing, 448; men, 14,605.
New York. The American steamship Harry Luckenbach has been torpedoed and sunk with loss of life, according to word received by the owners of the vessel. Eight men are missing out of a crew of about thirty, In
addition to the naval guard, the owners wpre informed.
London, Jan. 7. Despite continuous
zero weather there has been considerable activity by the infantry in the Arras sector, in Flanders and along the
Mosello River. Near Bullecourt the
British have recaptured in a counterattack the sap taken from them Saturday by the Germans.
There were Intermittent artillery
duels Sunday along the entire battle
front.
In the Italian theater the big guns
of both sides are hammering at oppos
ing positions in the hills and on the
Plave River an air raid on Padua
was blocked by Italians.
Several attempts by the Austro- Germans to make headway between
the Brenta and the Piave Rivers were
repulsed.
Berlin reports that German troops
Saturday penetrated the French lines
near Juvincourt, on the Aisne front,
and east of Avoucourt and west of Be- zonvaux, on the Verdun front.
London. In December twenty-twNorwegian ships with total gross tonnage of 32,755 were lost in consequence of war measures, the Norweg
ian legation announced. Seventy-fivlives were lost.
e

London, Jan. 6. An official commu
nication issued by the war office says
Gen. Allenby reports a further advance by a part of his line north of
Jerusalem over a distance of a mile.
Blizzard in Middle West Region.
Chicago, Jan. 7. Chicago and the
Middle West are struggling in the
grip of the worst blizzard in twenty- five years, certainly, and probably the
worst in the city's history, and the
storm still continues with unabated
fury. Sunday night, after twenty-fou- r
hours' duration, Chicago was covered
with nearly two feet of snow on the
level, street traffic of all kinds either
was completely tied up or moving with
extreme difficulty, and pedestrians
are able to negotiate the big drifts
only a block or so at a time.
Presidential Nominations.
Washington. The following nominations by President Wilson were announced :
Registers of land offices, Alex
Evanston, Wyo.; Mrs. Mary Wolfe
Dargin, Denver, Colo.
Receivers of public moneys, James
P. Folger, Evanston, Wyo.
The naming of Mrs. Dargin to the
Denver office is a renomination, as
Mrs. Dargin has occupied the position
here for many years.

Nis-be- t,

Stockmen to Hear Secretary McAdoo,
Salt Lake City. In response to requests from Gov. Simon Bamberger of
Utah, William G. McAdoo, Secretary
of the Treasury, has agreed to address
the opening session of the Livestock
Convention in Salt Lake City, Jan. 14,
on the subject of war loans.

Knows Where War Will Be Won.
London. R. E. Prothero, president
of i.e Board of Agriculture, knows the
exact region where the war will b
won. In a speech at Nottingham he
said, "The war will be won in the
prosaic region of the human stomach."

Sugar Cards Issued in Ohio.
Findlay, Ohio. Merchants here issued 10,000 sugar cards. Each member of a family is entitled to two
pounds a month.

Blizzard Worst in Ten Years.
U. S. Ships Caught in Ice Fields.
Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. 8. TransporQuebec. Four American steamships
tation service of all kinds yesterday were caught in the ice fields off Cape
were disarranged by the worst bliz- Chatte several days ago and are yet
zard throughout Wisconsin in a dec undamaged, according to word reade.
ceived from that place.

Gary Advises Importing Chinese.
Chicago. A plea to solve the labor
problem of 'the United States by the
Importation of Orientals was made
here in an address by Elbert H. Gary,
chairman of the Board of the United
States Steel Corporation at a dinner
given by the Commercial Club.

Floods In Slam Worst Since 1831.
Washington. Floods in Slam, the
worst since 1831, are devastating the
country. Dispatches from the American legation at Bangkok say the water
has risen to the roofs of houses, causing great crop and cattle losses. A relief commission has been appointed.

Palace Tendered Red Cross.
Genoa. King Victor Emanuel has
turned over the royal palace here for
use of the American Red Cross as its
headquarters.

U. S. Per Capita $48.76.
Washington. Money in circulation
in the United States, Jan. 1, amounted
to $5,120,424,000, or $48.76 per capita,
as compared with $5,085,370,000 one
month ago. In the last year money in
circulation has increased $680,000,000.

War Insurance Taken by 362,941.
Washington. Secretary McAdoo announced that 362.941 insurance policies, aggregating $3,105,776,500, and
averaging $8,657 a policy, had been
taken out by American soldiers and
sailors under the war insurance act.

Made Baron.
France Recognizes Finland Republic.
London. Sir Edward Morris, who
Paris. "The French government recently retired as premier of Newhas recognized, in right as in fact, the foundland, has been made a baron la
Independence of the Republic of Fin- recognition of his service to the
land," says the Tempi.
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GERMANY'S ERROR
Urged That Inhuman Deportations Be Stopped Because of
Effect on Neutrals.
GERARD

SUMS

UP SITUATION

"Germans Will Stop at Nothing, ana
the Only Thing They Respect Is
Huns' Capacity for
Force"
Cruelty Told by Whitlock.
WW

Aroused by the indignation shown
the whole world over the ruthless
deportations of the people in Belgium and France, socialist deputies
in the reichslag protested against
the continuance of the practice. Ambassador Gerard's evidence shows the
extent of the horror.
In the Norddeutsclie Allgemelne
Zeitung of December 2, 1916, the following protests aguinst the deportation of Belgians to work in Germany
appeared, muile, respectively, by Socialist Deputy House and Deputy
members of the relchstag:
"Thousands of workmen In the occupied territory have been compelled
to forced labor; we earnestly ask the
government to restore to these workmen their liberty, especially In
In truth, we (thp Germans) find
no sympathy in neutral countries ; even
the pope has made a protest against
this procedure, and several neutral
states have done the same. Common
sense Itself demands Unit we abandon
this procedure which moreover Is in
opposition to the Hague convention to
which we have agreed,"
"In opposition to the secretary of
state, I must recall that when formerly the Belgian workmen who had fled
to Holland returned to Belgium, Governor General von Btsslng promised
that these Belgian workmen would under no circumstances be deported to
Germany. This reassuring promise
has not been kept."
Ambassador Gerard's Interesting tes
timony appears in his recent book :
Ambassador Gerard's Evidence.
The president (during my visit to
America In 1016) impressed Upon me
his great Interest In the Belgians d
ported to Germany. The action of Germany in thus carrying a great part of
the male population of Belgium Into
virtual slavery had roused great Indig
nation in America. As the revered
Cardinal Farley sold to me a few days
before my departure, Tou have to go
back to the times of the Medes nnd
the Persians to find a like example of
a whole people carried Into bondage.'
Mr. Grew had made representations
about this to the chancellor and, on my
return, I immediately took up the
question.
"I was Informed that It was a mili
tary measure, that Ludendorf had
feared that the British would break
through and overrun Belgium and that
the military did not propose to have a
hostile population at their backs who
might cut the rail lines of communi
cation, telephones and telegraphs, and
that for this reason the deportation
had been decided on. I was, however,
told I would be given permission to
visit these Belgians. The passes, nevertheless, which alone made such visit
ing possible were not delivered until a
few days before I left Germany.
Belgians Forced to Make Munitions.
"Several of these Belgians who were
put to work In Berlin managed to get
away and come to see me. They gave
me a harrowing account of how they
had been seized In Belgium and made
to work In Germany at making munitions to be used probably against their
own friends.
I said to the chancellor. There are
Belgians employed in making shells
contrary to all rules of war and the
He said, 'I do
Hague conventions.'
not believe it.' I said, 'My automobile
Is at the door. I can take you. In four
minutes, to where 30 Belgians are
working on the manufacture of shells.'
But he did not find time to go.
"Americans must understand that
the Germans will stop at nothing to
win this war, and that the only thing
they respect Is force." James W. Gerard. My Four Tears In Germany, 191 1,
by

BUILDING COBBLESTONE WALL OF RESERVOIR.
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Many small reservoirs hnve been
built in the grazing districts of the
West to furnish water for runge stock
and household purposes, the Irrigation
of land from such supplies being of
secondary Importance. These are discussed In this article.
In the Great Plains area and more
particularly in the eastern portions of
Wyoming and Montana and the western portions of the Dukotns, there is
little stream flow during the greater
part of the year and the well water
often Is so impregnated with mineral
salts as to be unfit for drinking purposes. On the other hand, the native
grasses are abundant and nutritious
but the cattle and sheep which graze
thereon are not permitted to feed beyond easy reach of the nearest water
hole. Thus without the use of reservoirs or other means of providing water, the public range can be only partially utilized and too often the big
stock companies, In acquiring possession of the land bordering springs and
streams, become the sole beneficiaries
of the use of such lands.
Water for Stock.
Other reservoirs of this class have
been built by transportation companies
in order to provide water for cattle
and sheep en route from the range to
the nearest railway station.
The dams for reservoirs of this type
are of earth built for the most part in
the beds of streams. Before the embankment is begun the surface of the
ground under the entire base of the
dam, as well as the borrow pit, Is

stripped for a depth of at least sis
Inches so as to get rid of all sod and
other light, porous material which
would prevent the earth in the dam
from settling In a solid and compact

water from the reservoir Is pumped,
The reservoir Is 14 by 18 feet in area,
7 feet deep and hus a removable cover
In order that the silt niuy be cleaned
out periodically. The walls are 6 inches
thick throughout and the bottom
inches thick. The tank has a capacity
of 3,750 gallons and this quantity of
water serves 100 head of cattle and
also provides for all domestic uses for
a period of three days. A wooden der
rick supports the tmik at an elevation
of 27 feet above the ground and pipes
inches in diumeter
of black iron 1
distribute the water contained In the

fz&W$1?'

rig. z

Settling Basin for Stock Water.
tank to two troughs In the corrals and
to two other troughs in the fields. A
gas engine and a
plunger pump lift the wuter from the
reservoir Into the tank. The various
items of cost of this plant are as fol
lows:
Concrete reservoir,
tion
Reservoir roof
Derrick
Tank
Engine and pump
Piping and extras

Including

excava

Total

U1
2(
10!
71

IV.
26
$8

FACTORS IMPORTANT
IN FIXING PROFITS
Size, Diversity and Productive

ness Are Essential to Successful Farm Business.
The factors most Important in determining the profits In farming are
Cross Section of Earth Dam.
size, diversity, and productivity of the
to W. E.
business,
manner. After the ground has been assistant according of farm Grimes,
manage'
so stripped and before the grading is ment in theprofessor
Kansas State Agricultural
begun, a trench 12 feet wide and not college.
less than 18 inches In depth Is dug the
"Of these factors, the one which
entire length of the proposed dam. The confronts farmers Is
diversity of bustedge of this trench from the upstream ness," said Mr. Grimes. "Too mauy
side is not less than 3 or more than 10 farmers derive the
part of
feet Inside the toe of the Inner slope. their income from greater
one enterprise,
This trench is dug for the purpose of which if it falls leaves them
without
breaking the seam that otherwise resources.
might exist between the natural ground
"Seasons vary while the requireand the constructed dam.
ments of different crops are constant.
Standard Dimensions.
Seasons which are unfavorable for one
The dam then is built In the usual
crop are often favorable for another.
way by placing the material in uniform The farmer who is following diversilayers under the whole base of the fied farming methods usually has a
dam. Figure 1 shows the standard di- good
yield of some crop.
mensions used in embankments and
"Another difficulty of Importance
the position of the intercepting trench. to the farmer
who grows only one
It will be noted from this sketch that crop Is that be has an
abundance of
five
Is
line
of the wasteway
the flow
work during rush seasons and has litfeet below the top of the embankment. tle to do at other times. Under presWherever possible, a natural waste-wa-y ent conditions labor Is scarce. Often
was utilized In direct line with the
growing a combination of crops he
stream channel and the dam located by
can distribute his labor throughout the
to one side so as not to be subjected summer season.
to the direct force of the stream.
"In the wheat growing sections
To protect the embankment from farmers should
plant part of their
waves produced by the high winds of
ground to crops for feed and keep sufthe open range, the inner slope may ficient live stock to utilize them. Live
be covered with rock, brush and rock, stock furnish work throughout the
or other material. A common kind of winter and often enable
the farmer
protection consists of sheet piling to hire a farm band for the year.
formed of Inch boards 10 Inches wide
"Feed crops usually do not conflict
and 8 feet long. Each board Is driven seriously with wheat harvests and
Into the embankment at the edge of distribute farm labor throughout the
the water of a full reservoir to a depth summer season more uniformly. They
of 8 feet and then nailed to 2 horizon- will yield a profit when fed to live
boards. These stock.
tal ties of 1 by h
Roughage which Is of little
latter are braced to dead men burled value otherwise may also be fed. KeepIn the dam In the manner shown in fig- ing live stock Is the most economical
ure 1:
method of maintaining the fertility of
Smaller Reservoirs.
the soil and only practical methSmall earthen reservoirs or "set- od for nearly all sections of the state.
tling basins" for the watering of stock
Better diversity in business of the
are common in Imperial Valley, Cali- average farmer will Increase the
fornia. These are usually rectangular in profits, establish farming on a safer
form, 20 by 30 feet being a common size business basis and enable the farmer
and about 4 feet deep. To keep out the to safeguard against the danger of
stock they are fenced with the excep- complete failure in any year and aid
tion of a drinking place about 6 feet In overcoming the present scarcity of
long, which Is cribbed. The cribbing labor."
consists of two h
planks spaced
6 Inches apart with the Intervening TO TEACH MARKET GARDENING
sand.
with
filled
Figure 2 Illuspace
trates this cheap method of furnishing
water for stock. In recent years a Many of Agricultural Colleges Are Of
fering Winter Courses Fine for
more costly equipment to provide waYoung Farmer.
ter for domestic purposes as well as
stock has been Introduced In the valMost of the agricultural colleges are
ley. One plant In the valley comprises
a reservoir lined with concrete into offering winter courses In market garwhich the muddy water from the irri- dening. The work is practical and
gation canal is diverted by a supply helpf uL Hundreds of our young farmditch, a. pumping plant, and an ele- ers in every state should avail. themvated metal tank Into which the settled selves of this opportunity.
Take Calf From Cow.
Tire of Flaxseed.
The calf ts taken from the cow as
Hog raisers are getting tired of flaxseed, which they find is not really prac- soon as her milk is good, usually when
tical feed for supplying the protein to the calf Is nearly a week old.
balance barley, corn and oat rations.
Ventilation for Seed.
They are turning more strongly to
See that the stored corn or grain
tankage.
has sufficient ventilation to prevent
More Beef for Soldiers.
spoiling-Five thousand pounds of milk will.
Rate Are Destructive.
If consumed at home, relieve 1,708
Rats destroy plaster, woodwork and
pounds of beef for our soldiers at the
front, or for the soldiers and civil furnishings, and weaken beams and
foundations of structures.
ampliation of our allies,
.

ward us amongst the neutrals. Many
times and more and more we have
had occasion to observe that the
show more sympathy for Belgium than for any other belligerent."
Old Men and Boys Taken.
The news dispatches Indicate that
the deportation and forced labor of
Belgians still continue. In a dispatch
from Havre (New York Kvening Post,
September 13, 1917) It Is stated: "The
removal of the civilian population of
Belgium continues, according to advices received here. The town of Routers, immediately behind the battle
line in Flanders, hus been evacuuted
completely. Ostend Is being emptied
gradually, and two thnusuud persons
already have been sent from Courtral."
In another
dispurrh from Havre
(Washington Post, September 24, 1917)
it is stated that "the German military
authorities at Bruges, Belgium, are
conscripting forcibly all the boys and
men of that city between the ages of
fourteen and sixty to work in munition
factories and shipyards. The rich and
poor, shopkeepers nnd workmen, all
are being taken, only the school teachers, doctors, and priests escaping."
German Officer Rebuked Men.
The following "Order of the Day"
shows how the town of liny escaped
the fate of so many Belgium and
French towns. Drunken Herman soldiers were frightened and began to
shoot men and burn houses. The
commanding officer condemned this because it wuh not done by his order and
hern use two German soldiers were
wounded. It Is evident that massncres
and arson were permitted only when
commanded by the officers.
"Last night a shooting affray took
plnce. There is no evidence that the
'nnttbltnnts of th.4 towns had any arms
in their houses, nor is there evidence
Unit the people took part in the shooting: on the contrary, It seems that the
soldiers were under the Influence of
alcohol, and begnn to shoot in a senseless feur of a hostile attack.
"The behavior of the soldiers during
the night, with very few exceptions,
makes a scandalous impression.
"It is highly deplorable when officers
or noncommissioned officers set houses
on Ore without permission or order of
the commanding, or, as the case may
be, the senior officer, or when by their
attitude they encourage the rank and
file to burn and plunder.
"The miserable behavior of the men
caused a noncommissioned officer and
a private to be seriously wounded by
German bullets.
"MAJOR VON BASSEWITZ."
Report of Minister Whitlock.
"One interesting result of the deportations remains to be noted, a result
that once more places in relief the
German capacity for blundering, almost as great as the German capacity
for cruelty. Until the deportations
were begun there was no Intense hatred on the part of the lower classes,
I. e the worklngmcn and the peasants.
The old Germans of the Lnndsturra
had been quartered In Flemish homes;
they and the inmates spoke nearly the
same language; they got along fairly
well ; they helped the women with the
work, the poor and the humble having
none of those hatreds of patriotism
that are among the privileges of the
upper classes. It Is conceivable that
the Flemish population might have
existed under German rule; it was
Teutonic in Its origin and
always. But now the Germans have
changed all that.
"They have dealt a mortal blow to
any prospect they may ever have had
of being tolerated by the population
of Flanders; In tearing sway from
nearly every humble home In the land
a husband and a father or a son and
brother they have lighted a fire of
hatred that will never go out; they
have brought home to every heart In
the land. In a way that will Impress
Its horror Indelibly on the memory of
three generations, a realization of
what German methods mean, not, as
with the early atrocities. In the heat
of passion and the first lust of war,
but by one of those deeds that make
one despair of the future of the human race, a deed coldly planned, studiously matured, and deliberately and
systematically executed, a deed so
cruel that German soldiers are said
to have wept in Its execution, and so
monstrous that even German officers
are now said to be ashamed,
"WHITLOCK."
Mr. Hoover's Conclusions.
Mr. Hoover's mature conclusions on
the German practices In Belgium,
which he wrote for the pamphlet Issued by the committee on public Information, reinforce the detailed evidence already presented :
September, 1D17.
I have been often called upon for a
statement of my observation of German rule in Belgium and northern
France.
I have neither the desire nor the
adequate pen to picture the scenes
which have heated my blood through
the two and a half years that I have
spent in work for the relief of these
10,000,000 people.
The sight of the destroyed homes
and cities, the widowed and fatherless, the destitute, the physical misery
of a people but partially nourished at
best, the deportation of men by tens
of thousands to slavery In German
mines and factories, the execution of
men and women for paltry effusions
of their loyalty to their country, the
sacking of every resource through
financial robbery, the battening of
armies on the slender produce of the
country, the denudation of the country
of cattle, horses, and textiles ; all these
things we had to witness, dumb to
help other than by protest and sympathy, during this long and terrible time,
and still these are not the events of
battle heat, but the effects of a grinding heel of a race demanding the mastership of the world.

Dltt-mun-

Bel-glu-

pp. 3951-5A similar point of view Is expressed
In an article entitled "Vae Vlctls"

from the Hungarian newspaper News-zaw- a
of Budapest (quoted in K. G.
Militarism at Work In Belgium and Germany, 1917, pp.
Mixed Hungarian Opinion.
"Mechanical skill, and especially
qualified mechanical skill, Is for the
moment a more Important factor than
usual, and as It must be obtained
where it oan be obtained, Belgium has
had to suffer In accordance with the
old saying which always holds good:
vae vlctls (woe to the vanquished).
In Poland mechanical skill and the
arms which exist there are mobilized
under 'the glorious and fortunate ban
ners of Poland ;' in Belgium under 'the
banner of necessity.'"
". . . The question remains:
for
what kind of work will the Germans
.
.
use the Belgians? .
every kind of
work In Germany is war work, whether It is called agricultural or Industrial work. As the deported Belgians
have not given their consent, their use
Is contrary to International law, and
the policy of the Germans In Belgium
and Poland Is equally to be deplored.
Instead of aiming at bringing us nearer peace. It serves to embitter our opponents and to arouse more hatred to
.)

LOOK FOR LIGHT ON HISTORY
Explorations

in Captured

Jerusalem

Will Be Awaited With Much In-

terest by the World.

It Is confidently expected that with
the capture of Jerusalem and the driving forth of the Moslem, many valuable treasures In the way of ancient

and
with manuscripts
sarcophagi
carved Inscriptions will be brought to
light from beneath the sacred rock
and other localities, helping the mod

h

,

ern world to grasp the secrets so long
concealed by the crass superstition of
the Mohammedans, who would not permit such excavations to take place on
this holy ground.
We may find In the tunnels and
chambers beneath the sacred rock
some of the records of the kings of
Israel, and perhaps some of the ancient manuscripts which were certainly hidden when the Romans hammered
at the gates of the Holy City In the
year 70 A. D. Systematic exploration
will follow the ending of the war.

PEACE TERMS OF

ENGLISH WOMEN BUILD MOTORCARS,
BUSSES AND OTHER TRUCKS FOR ARMY

ALLIES DEFINED
DEPREMIER LLOYD
GEORGE
CLARES 8ANCTITY OF TREATY
MUST BE ESTABLISHED.

TO

LIMIT

ARMAMENT

riESTO RATION OF BELGIUM, 8ER
BIA, FRANCE, RUMANIA AND
MONTENEGRO

DEMANDED.

Western Newspaper Union Newe Service.
London. The British prime minis-

ter, David Lloyd George, Jan. 5, set
forth Great Britain's war aims more
specifically and at greater length before the delegates of the Trades Union
than he had ever done before.
Having first declared that it was not
a war of aggression against Germany
or the German people, and that the
breaking up of the German peoples
or tho (listintegratlon of their state
was not one of tho objects for which
the allies were fighting, he proceeded to mention the fundamental issues
for which Britain and her allies were
contending.
First among these was the restoration of Belgium and reparation for the
Injuries inflicted. Next came the restoration of Serbia, Montenegro and
the occupied parts of France, Italy,
and Rumania. France must have
and to this end, the
premier said, the British nutlon would
stand by tho French democracy to the
death.
The question of Russia was touched
upon, and Mr. Lloyd George said that
Britain, aB well as America, France
and Italy would have been proud to
fight by the side of the new Russian
iemocracy.
Rumania is to be protected, and the
British and other allies are with Italy
In her desire for complete union of the
people of the Italian race and tonguo.
,
Of
he felt that whilo
the breaking up of the dual kingdom
was no part of the allied war aims, it
was Impossible to hope for the removal
3f causes of unrest in that part of
Europe unless genuine
was granted the
nationalities.
The Turkish empire, within the
homelands of the Turkish race, with
Constantinople as its capital, may be
maintained. But the passage between
the Mediterranean and Black sea nuist
tie internationalized
and neutralized,
and in the British view, Arabia, Armenia, Mesopotamia, Syria and Palestine are entitled to recognition of
their separate national conditions.
The matter of the German colonies,
all of which are now in the hands of
the allies, will be placed before a conference, whose decision, however,
must consider the wishes and Interests of the Inhabitants the future
administration must be acceptable to
the various tribes.
The premier made brief reference to
the violations of International law
committed by Germany, with special
emphasis on the sea, and the peace
conference, he declared, must not lose
sight of the outrages suffered by British and other seamen and the services
they bad rendered.
"We are fighting for a just and lasting peace," declared the premier in
conclusion. "Three conditions must
be fulfilled:
First, the sanctity of
sectreaties must be
ondly, territorial settlement must be
based on the right of
or the consent of the governed;
lastly, the creation of an international
organization to limit armaments and
diminish the probability of war.
He declared an independent Poland
in urgent necessity for tho stability of
Western Europe.
"To secure those conditions the British Empire is prepared to make even
greater sacrifices."
No British statesman since the beginning of the war has given such a
detailed and explicit statement of Britain's war aims as contained in the
premier's address, which was delivered before the manpower conference
of the labor leaders in Westminster
hall.
Three hundred delegates were
present and also Sir Auckland Geddes,
minister of national service, and
George H. Roberts, minister of labor.
3eorge N. Barnes, member of the war
cabinet, presided.
e-Lorraine

Austria-Hungary-

Austro-Hungar-ta-

WORKING

ON A MOTORBUS

WINTER AUTO CARE
How

to Keep Finishes Bright
spite Exposures.

De-

CARE OF AUTOMOBILE

SPRING

Leaves Should Be Properly Released
and Not Pried Apart With Cold
Chisel or Crowbar.

A practical illustration of the care
of automobile leaf springs is that frequently employed on racing cars, the
springs being wrapped with heavy
CAR OWNER MUST USE CARE cords to crowd the faces of the leaves
al
firmly together, increasing the
contact, as shown in the sketch.
with a hammer and cold
Protective Coat of Paint Is Heavy and Mechanics,
chisel or crowbar, sometimes pry apart
Shields the Softer Coloring Base
the leaves of the springs to lubricate
From Inroads of Weather
This method often produces
them.
Use Cold Water.
frlc-tlon-

Keeping the car comfortable Is not
the only winter problem. How to preserve Its finish despite winter's attack
is Important. "The ear owner must
care during freezing nnd thnwlng
weather," soys C. L. Hedges, who adds:
"The paint of a cor Is composed of
three princlpol parts: First, the foundation or priming coat; second, the
color, and, third, the protective cont.
The protective coat Is a heavy, hard
coat of transparent varnish which protects the softer coloring base from
the Inroads of the weather. If this
protective coat Is kept firm, the color
coats will hold their original brilliancy.
Washing a Car.
"Never try to wash the cor out In
the cold. Take It In where It Is moderately warm. Then use clenr, cold
water. The cold water will have a
tendency to harden the vurnlsh on a
new car, thereby preventing abrasion.
If you use any soap at ull, use only a
limited amount, as free acid or alkali
tends to soften the finish. Soak the
mud thoroughly with a smnll stream
of water until mud runs off. Don't
rub the mud off. If mud has frozen to
the finish, keep on applying cold water until It runs away. Never use
hot water. In drying the car ovoid
using a chamois that contains any sand
or grit. If polish Is necessary, use a
good grade, then rub oft the surplus.
"Never allow a car of fine finish to
stand In a burn or stable where animals are kept. The ammonia of the
manure will check and ruin the finish.
Temperature for Garage.
"Don't keep the garage too hot. This
caution applies to what is probably
the greatest enemy of the fine body
finish.
In an overheuted garuge the
body of the car expands gradually ; if,
then, following this condition, the car
is suddenly exposed to extreme cold,
the result Is plain. The sudden conIn cooling causes the paint to
New Earthquakes Destroy Guatemala. traction
check. Bearing In mind this direction
Guatemala
Washington, Jan. 7.
along with those given before, those
City has been completely destroyed who own good cars and have from the
by earthquake shocks Thursday and first taken pride In their finish will
Friday which followed those late in be able to drive through the coming
December. Messages received by the months of severe weather with little
State Department said the loss of life or no danger of damaging this finish."
last week is estimated to be greater
than that resulting from the earlier DRIVING OVER BROKEN STONE
shocks.
Take Short Run at Stretch and Let
McAdoo Cuts Passenger Service,
Car Coast With Clutch Out Rear
Wheels Relieved.
Washington. To free locomotives
and crews for the more Important
The best way to drive a car over a
freight transportation, 20 per cent of
the through passenger trains on the stretch of broken stone is to take a
Eastern railroads, were discontinued short run at it not too fast and let
coast over the stone with the
by approval of Director General Mc- the car
Adoo. The running schedule of oth clutch out Thus the rear wheels are
ers will be reduced to lower speed relieved of driving strains and of the
to facilitate the movement of freight resulting tearing actions of sharp
trains. This policy, announced by the stones on the rubber. Of course, it is
director general, will be gradually ex- not always practicable to do this, but
littended to affect train service through- when It can be done It adds Just a
the
of
life
more
tires.
to
tle
the
out the country.
Farmers Hoarding Potato Crop.
Chicago. While Chicago consumers
are compelled to pay $1.62 a bushel
for potatoes, owing to the lack of supply, the United States Food Administration has discovered that farmers in
Wisconsin and Minnesota are hoarding their' potato crop and demanding
at least $1 a bushel before they will
haul them to the cars. They are now
getting 75 cents a bushel. When the
market reaches $1 a bushel these potatoes will be dug up and not before,
the farmers announced.

ENGINE.

One of the great surprises of the war has been the wonderful manner In
which women have come to the fore and carried on work formerly done by
men. In muny cases the work was of a highly technical nuture, requiring long
experience and practice. Yet, In the course of a few months it has been
possible to train women to carry out In a very efficient manner, a greut deal of
this work.
The photograph was taken in the plunt of the London Genernl Omnibus
company, which bus not only been able to train women us conductors but actually employs them in the highly technical brunches of motor engineering, which
they carry out efficiently In practically all Its branches.
When It Is considered how muny people Intrust their lives to motorbusses
built by these women It will be readily realized how efficient these women
must have become to be Intrusted with this clnss of work.
Not only are they building motorbusses, but also motortrucks and other
cars much in demand by the war department for service both in England and
on the fighting front,

Another Safeguard.
One of the most curious safeguards
taken by motorists Is the painting of
the spare tire, which Is attached to
the back of the automobile, with black
and white stripes-- It Is thought that
this will aid In the prevention of rear-en- d
collisions.
Electric Dash Light.
electric automobile dash
of recent Invention Is mounted
cable so that It can be used
trouble light and carried to any
of the c- An
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Right and Wrong Method.
permnnent sets or bends. The correct
method of separating the leaves is by
releasing the clip and staybolts, and
placing a jack between the frame and
floor to rulse the load. Beeswax, or
this and powdered resin, heated, is
suitable for the springs, if applied as
suggested. The unsightly sagging rear
of muny curs Is often caused by failure to maintain proper contact between the leaves, and in some instances by abuse through methods of lubrication. To Insert a lubricant, such
as oil, between them, muy cause distortion and frequently broken springs.
Popular Mechanics Magazine.
MOTORTRUCK

GAINING FAVOR

Christian Herald Points Out Tremendous Help of Machines in Present
Threatened Crisis.

It has been determined by the United Stutes department of agriculture
that five acres ore required to maintain a horse. Now this land ought to
raise 75 bushels of wheat, worth, at
$2.30 a bushel, $165 ; or say 250 bushels of potatoes, worth well, any farmer knows what five acres of good land
are worth.
But a motortruck does the work,
not of one horse, but of at least three
vehicles, or say six horses.
By using a r lotortruck, therefore, the
farmer would represent nenrly $1,000
a year, observes the Christian Herald.
The labor involved In raising the wheat
would be no greater than in raising
oots or corn for horse feed and the
horse would eat the oats while the
wheat could be sold.
There are In the country at lease
farms or 140 acres or more In
size, every one of which could make
good use of one or more trucks. These
trucks would do the work of probably
10,000,000 horses, and this would release 50,000,000 acres of arable land.
As only three acres are required to
support a human being, these would
feed nearly 17,000,000 people. What
a tremendous help that would be In the
present threatened food crisis t
horse-draw-

Tires Rot Doing Nothing.
Few people realize that a tire will
decay Just by standing Idle and doing
nothing. Occasional use is of benefit, as it keeps the particles of rubber
flexible. So It is well to put yonr
spare shoe on a wheel for a few days
every month Just to keep It in condition.

To Relieve Tires.
that almost automaticas a ally lifts an automobile from the floor
part to relieve the tires as It enters a
garage has been patented.
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fo'lowed. However, the beys cam
back without the negro. It is presiirrt-e- d
that fear of the black leg" caused the boys to look where they were
sure the negro would not be found.
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my hand and the official seal
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o valid, existing rights, easements, rights
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SX, Sec. S; Lot 1, NXSEX, SWXSHtf
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Sal. No. Ml
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of
SEXNEX,
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SWX,
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described
tracta
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land,
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land
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35; T. 21, N.,
1917.
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successful
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must.
pay
jiven on or before October first, 1918.
N., R. 25 E., containing 1718.64 acres. ImNWX.NEX,
SXNEX, NEXNWX,
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No.
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PUBLIC
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SEX,
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R. 27 E., containing 24 N
Salt No. 1028
terest on all deferred payments at tit- 22 N., R. 34 E
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containing 240 acres.
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160 acres.
There are no improvements.
of four per cent per annum in ad
There arc no improvementa.
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All of Sec. 16; T. U
wells and windmills, fencing, value $2575.00. rate
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N., R. 34 E., containing 640 acres.
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S'AS'A. Sec. 25; All of Sec.
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SXSWX,
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fencing, value $500 T).
All of Sec. 1; 2; EXEX.
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WANTED Full details and descrip 36; T. 25 N., R. 27 E., containing 800 acres. Sale No. 41
No bnl will be accepted tor less thju
Sec. 3; E'AE'A, Sec. 10; All of Sec. 11;
Improvements consist of fencing,; 110.00 per acre.
The above sale of land will be subjec acres.
cattle ranches There are no improvements.
tion regarding large
12; T. 22 N., R. 24 E., Lot 4, SEXNEX. tn valid
existing rights, easements, right! value $25.00.
in New Mexico. No. 20. Care State
All of Sec. 16; T. 25 N., R. SX, Sec. 2; Lots 1, 2, SWXNEX. NWX, of
Sale 1841
Sale No. 1013
All nf Src. 36. T. 23 N .
and
reservations.
way
There are no SVSSX, Sec. 3; Lots 1, 2, 3, SEXNEX,
24 E., containing 640 acres.
Record.
Sale No. 72
All of Sec. 7; WX, Sec. R. 36 E., containing 640 acres.
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.
4- SWX,
SXSEX, Sec. 4; SWXNEX, SEX,
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Commissioner
The
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i a iun vnm
Sec. 5; Lots 3, 4, 5. SWX, Sec. 6; All of his
Sec. 17, T. 23 N., R. 28 E., containing bid will be accepted (or less than $10JK
agent holding such sale reserves the J155.32
u- miormation ana terms
All of Sec. 32; T. 25 N
Sec. 7: SESNWtf. SWX. Sec. 8; NXNEX.
Sale No. 1042
ot
acres.
well, per acre.
Improvements consist
right to reject any and all bids offeree wind-milLARGE TRACT of grazing land north oi relative to ranch of 5,000 to 10,000 R. 24 E., containing 640 acres. There arc SEXNEX, NEXNWX, EXSWX, SXSEX, at
reservoir, tanks anil fencing,
said sale.
Sec. 9; All of Sec. 16; T. 22 N., R. 25 E.,
value $2066.00.
Sale No. 1014
All of See. 16; T. 25 N.t
with plenty of stock water no improvements.
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"intw
of
Sec.
Lot
All
Sec.
Sec.
7;
6,
arming.
6;
WX,
R. 36 E., contnining 640 acres. Improve
Possession under contrarts of sale for th,
western New Mexico for wheat, beans, corn, (No. 16. State Record, Santa Fe, N. M
S54NW54, NWtfSWtf, 18; NXNEX, lot 3, Sec. 19; SWXSWX, above described tracts will be
Sale No. 104J
All of Sec. 16; T. 23 N., mt'tiiH consist
Sole No. 73
of
or.
ploughing, valne
given
SW!4SEJ4, Sec. 9; NjNKtf, NEJ4 Sec. 23;
potatoes ant hay. Fenced and cross fenced.
R. 28 E., containing 640 acres.
SWXNEX,
There are $.7.50. No bid will be accepted
WXSEX, or before October 1st, 1918.
lor lenMate WANTED
S'ASE'A, Sec. W'A. Sec. 26; E'A, NWX,
Sec.
WASWy,,
no improvements,
NXSWX,
NWJ4, SJ4NWK,
Large range area Adjoining. No. 13b,
til
an
acre.
$10.00
10,000
of
Ranch
to
8,000
per
Record Santa Fe, N. M.
NEJ4, NWHiSF.tf,
SESEtf, Sec. 21; 27; SA. NEXSWX. NXSEX. See. 28; NEX. Witness my hand and the official sea
Must have good grass and 15;
acres.
Sec.
SV4 of the State Land
Sale No. 74
30; SXNEX,
SW54NEJ4, NWJ4NWS4. SHNWtf, E'ASWA, Sec. 29; NEXNWX.
SX, Sec. 31; All of Sec.
Sale 1015
All of Sec. 36, T. 26 N., R.
Office of the State o'
320 acres, I water. Will not pay any fancy prices
E
BARGAIN
32 E,f containing 640 acres.
EX, SWX, EXNWX, Sec. 33; SXNWX
W3SE, Sec. 22; NWtfSWtf, Sec. 26; NJ4 SWX, SEX. Sec. 32; NEXNEX, SX.NX, SX, New Mexico, this 24th day of November 132;
Improvements
SX. Sec. 34: SWli. Sec. 35: T. 24 N.. K. consist of fencing,
aniles from Mills, New Mexico, and IS miles No. IS. State Record. Santa Fe, N NEJ4, EJ4NW(f, SWXNWtf, SWtf, S'ASE, Sec. 33; NEX, SXNWX, SX. Sec. 34; All 1917.
No kui
value $3fj0.0Q,
Sec. 27; WyiNWM,
28 E., containing 2078.40 acre.
There are will be accepted for less than $10.00 pet
NWtfSWtf, Sec. 34; of Sections 35, 36, T. 23 N.. R. 25 E., conROBERT P. ERVIEN,
from Roy, New Mexico; good roads, land
26
R.
26
T.
N..
E.,
Sec.
conacres.
no
11,952.11
35;
NWJ4NWJ4,
taining'
Improvements
of the
Commissioner
of
Public
Lands
improvements.
acre.
good for farming and grazing; half is sandy
40,000 acre tract of grazcontaining 1800 acres. The improvements sist of fencing, value $2025.00.
foam and half black soil, 90 acres broken for WANTED
State of New Mexico
Sale No. 7S
SX, Sec. 11; T. 24 N.,
First Publication November 30. 1937.
Sale No. 1010
All of Sec. 36; T. 36
land. No. 148. Care State Record. consist of fencing, value $591.50.
cultivation, well with good water, 200 acres
No bid for above described tracts of land Last Publication February 1, 1918.
R. 33 E., containing
320 acres.
Improve33 E.,
oi the tract adapted to farming and balance ing
There are
containing 640 acred.
N. M.
Sale No. 1044
NW5NE'4, Sec. 32; T. will be accepted for less than $5.00 per
ments consist of fencing, value $100.00.
No bid will be acceptno improvements.
to grazing; price $9.00 per acre. No. 106, Santa Fe,
There acre, which is the appraised value there26 N
R. 26 E., containing 40 acres.
ed for less than $10.00 per acre
State Record, Santa Fe, N. If.
are no improvement s;
of and in addition thereto the successful
Sale No. 7
S'iSWX. Sec. 3; SXSX,
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
I AM SEEKING TO LOCATE
Range (ot
Sec. 4: SXNEX, SWX, SWXSEX, Sec. 5;
hidder must pay for the improvements,
All of See. 36, T. 26 N.,
Sale N. 1017
M.0M ACRE RANCH 24 miles north of En
lease sufficient for 600 to 800 sheep. What
Sec.
Sec. 8; NX, Sec. 9; R. 35 E., containing 640 acres. The imNo.
Sale
E"SSW!.
NX,
SWX,
14$
EXSEX,
StfSEj,.
NOTICE
offer.
No. 126, care State Record,
FOR PUBLICATION
citio. Good fences, fair grass, 480 acres deed have you to
All of Sec.' 16; NX, NXSEX, Sec. 17; NX, provements consist of barn, stables, cor
Sale No. 144
All nf Sec. 36. T. 20 N..
21; E'ANEH,
NWJ4NEJ4, NWK, Ntf SW!,
ed land, balance leased State land, good Santa Fe, N. M.
33
R.
24
R. 27 E., conE., rals and fencing, value $3000. No bid will
30 N
N.,
R. 26 E., containing 640 acres.
SWX, WXSEX, Sec. 18; T.
ImproveEjSEtf, Sec. 28; T.There
PUBLIC LAND SALE
improvements, 2C0 head of white faces! catare no improve ment consist of fencing, value $200.00. No
Improvements
be accepted for less than $10.00 per acre.
containing 2969.96 acres.
taining 600 acres.
tle can be bought with ranch, plenty of
chicken-house,
shed,
consist of house,
bid will be accepted lor less than $10.00,
ments.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
UNION COUNTY
1?e(i. No. 135, t. State Record, Santa Fe,
windwind-brakwell
and
concrete
Sale No. 1011
All of Sec. 16; T. 29 N
tank,
acre.
per
N. M.
Sale No. 14
SJ4NEX,
mill, piping, corral, fencing and ploughing, R. 36 E., containing 640 acres.
Stf, Sec. 23;
ImproveSHEEP RANGE Fine tract of sheep NWW.
of
Public value $2815.00.
of the Commissioner
H
Sec. 24: All of Sec. 25: 26: T.
4S
NX SWX, SEX Office
of
SEX.
Sale
value $150.00. Nn
No.
consist
ments
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fencing,
Lands,
WANTED About three sections of leased range with plenty of water. Locat- 30 N., R. 27 E., containing 2160 acres, of SWX, Sec. 16; T. 20 N., R. 26 E., conbid will be accepted for less than $1000
Sec.
Lot 4, SWXNWX,
Sale No. t77
land with plenty of grass and water. Desire ed on railroad. 10c. per head per which Z40 acres were selectee, lor ine
Improvements consist
taining 600 acres.
per acre.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
a location where cattle can graze all the month. No. 147. Care State Record. Fe and Grant ounty Railroad Bond Fund. well andfencing, value S450.O0. No bid will
5; T. 24 N., R. 28 E., SWX, WXSEX,
Notice is hereby given that pursuant Sec. 31; SEXSEX, Sec. 32; T. 25 N., R.
Sale No. 1010
be accepted for less than S10.00 per acre.
There are no improvements.
NW'M, Sec. 16, T. 18 N..
year round. Please give full description Santa Fe, N. M.
s
to the provisions of an Act of
There are R. 29 E., containing 160 acres. There are
2S E., containing 367.09 acres.
of water supply, buildings and other imSec.
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of
No.
All
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No.
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the
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care
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letter.
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in
138,
first
no
EyiNEtf,
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improvements.
improvements. No bid will be acceptSale No. 4i
SWXSWX, Sec. 16; T. approved
N
State of New Mexico, and. rules and regState Record, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
WtfSWX, 20 N., R. 26 E., containing
ed for lens than S 10.00 per acre.
Im40 acrea.
500 head high grade SWJ4NWW, S2SEX, Sec. 33;
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Kecord,

Lut he did not need to look. The
mun on the bed wus not so much .like
himself us the woman was like her,
but the resemblance seemed to grow
under his eyes. King was the taller
and the younger by several years, but
the noses were the sume, and the
wrinkled foreheads; both men had the
same firm mouth; both looked like
Itomaiis.

King of the Khyber Rifles
By TALBOT MUNDY

CHAPTER XVI.

The Most Picturesque Romance of the Decade
Copyright by Tbe

CHAPTER XIV

Bobbs-Merri-

Company

Continued.

"Athclston !"
She pronounced his given name as
if she loved the word, standing straight
again and looking Into bis eyes. There
were high lights in hers thut
the diamonds on her dress.
"Your gods and mine have done this,
Athelstun. When the gods combine
they lay plans well indeed !"
"I only know one God," he answered
simply, us u man speaks of the deep
things In his heart.
"I know of many
They love me !
They sjinll love you, too! Many ore
better than one! You shull learn to
know my gods, for we ure to be part-nr.you and I !"
She took his bund again, her eyes
burning with excitement and mysticism und ambition like a fever. She
seemed to take more tliuu physical possession of him.
"What brought them here? Tell me
that!" she demanded, pointing to the
lied. "You think he brought her? I
tell you she was the spur thut drove
liiM
Is it a wonder thut men called
her the 'Heart of the Hills?' I found
them ten years ugo and clothed her
and put new linen on their bed, for the
old was ull rugs and dust. There have
ulways been hundreds and sometimes
thousands who knew the secret of
Khlnjiin caves, but this has been a
secret within a secret. Someone, who
knew the secret before I, sawed those
bracelets through and fitted hinges
and clasps. The men you suw In the
Cuveru of Earth's Drink huve no
doubt I am the 'Heurt of tbe Hills'
come to life! They shull know thee
us him within a little while!"
She held his hund u llttie tighter and
pressed closer to him, laughing softly.
He stood us if made of iron, und thut
only mude her laugh the more.
"Tales of the 'Heurt of the Hills'
hnve puzzled the raj, huven't they,
these many years? They sent me to
find the source of them. Me! They
chose well
There ure not muny like
me ! I huve found this one deud woman who was like me. And in ten years,
until you cume, I huve found no man
like him!"
She tried to look Into his eyes, but
he frowned straight In front of him.
His native costume and Rungar turban
did not make him seem any less a
mun. His jowl, that was beginning to
need shaving, was as grim and as satisfying as the dead Komun's. She
stroked his left hund with soft fingers.
'I used to think I knew how to
dunce!" she laughed. "For ten years
I huve taken those pictures of her for
my model and huve striven to learn
what she knew. I have surpassed her I
I used to think I knew how to amuse
myself with men's dreams until I
found this! Then I dreamed on my
own account ! My dream was true, my
Our hour
warrior ! You have come
has come !"
She tugged ut his hand. He was
hers, soul and harness, If outward
signs could prove It.
"Come !" she said. "Is this my hos
pitality? You are weary and hungry.
Come 1"
She led him by the hand, for it
would have needed brute force to pry

"Wlicie none dare seek us. Art lay hand in band, and the woman was him. But she ilbl not know that yet.
afraid?" asked Ismail, holding so exactly like Ytisminl, even to her
"If I knew for certain why those
tile lamp to King's face.
(iunpi spoke Inilh In
clothing and her naked feet, that it two did not turn to worms," she went
li
"Kin
wlii'ii In' assured Klnc hr sliiiulil sunn'
ilar mi hln liai !" he answered. was not possible for It mun to be
on, "almost I would choose to die now
"There is no such thing as fear!"
ilny wonder ut Yiismliil's iliiiii'ini;.
while I am beuutlful ! What would
She Iiituiiii' Juy iiml liruvi'iy iinil
Suddenly the Afridi blew the lamp
They both seemed asleep. It was they say, think you, King sahib, If
ymilli! Slii' ilmiri'il a Ktnry fur llii'iil out, mid then the darkness became minutes before he satisfied himself they found us two dead beside those
solid. Thought Itself left off less than that the man's breast did not rise und two?
of tin' thiiiKK tliry klii'W. Slii' uiis
Speuk, man, speak Has Khlnfall under the bronze Itoinan armor jiin struck you dumb?"
iilit, touching the illslmil iraks. a yard away,
"Ismail !" he whispered. Hut Ismail iiml that the woman's jeweled gauzy
Site was llii' wind Unit follows It,
itut be did not speak. He was star
stuff was still. Imagination played ing at her arm, where two whitish
sweeping uiiioiik tin1 J ii ti h is iiml kiss-lii- did nut answer him.
He faced about, leaning against the such tricks with him that in the still- marks on the skin
I'lich us slii? entile. She was liuili-ter- ,
betrayed that braceas tin' littli' rlillilrrii IiiiiIi when ruck, with the lint of both hands ness he imagined he heard breathing. lets hud been.
After he was sure they were both
Ihc rattle uri' loosed from llii' liyrrs nt pressed light against it for the sake
"Oh, those!
They nre theirs.
last tn fi'i'i In tin' valleys. Slii' was of ils company ; and almost at once he dead, he went nearer, but it was a would not rob the dead, or the gods
tin' srt'iit of spring uprislni;. Slii' was saw a little bright red light glowing minute yet before he knew the woman would turn on me. I robbed you, In
in lie distance.
lilossoin.
It might have been
Slii' was fruit
Wry ilatiKli-trstead, while you slept. Fie, King saof tin- spnrkli' of warm sun on below him; It was perfectly Impossible
hib, while you slept!"
to
not
was
fur
of
the
tliu
darkness
was
she
tin
"Hi'urt
Hills"
judge,
hiiow,
But her steel did not strike on flint.
mensurable.
herself!
It was her eyes that flashed. He would
li
"Flowers
turn
to
Kin
droned
the light!"
Never
Never was
(inuring
have done better to have seemed
surli an aii'lli'in'i'
Ni'vrr siioli mail Ismail's voice above scntviiliously, and
ashamed, for then he might have
lie
red
thought he could see
applause! Slu' danced until the uri'iit turning,
fooled her, ut least for a while. But
rough guards liail to run round the eyes peering over the rock. He jumped,
having
judged himself, he did not care
arena will) rluhliril hut ts anil tii'nt and made a grab for the Mowing beard
a fig for her Judgment of hi in. She
who would
buck
have that surely must be below them, but
trespassers
realized that Instantly mid having
he missed.
tnoliliiil tier. Anil every movt'tni'iit
found a tool that would not work
"Utile fish swim to the light!"
ami stop
every gracious w
discarded It for a better one. She
with which slio tolil her tali' was as droned Ismail. "Moths fly to the
grew confidential.
Who Is a man that he should
purely (ireek us (he handle on King's light
"I borrow them," she explained,
know less than they?"
knife and the figures on the
"but I put them buck. I take them
He turned again and stared at the
and as the bracelets on her arm.
for so many days, und when ttie day
(ireek !
light. IMnily, very vaguely he could
comes the gods like us to be exact!
And she
make out that a causeway led down
lliissian,
You were neur deatli when I took the
hill rajah! ward from almost where lie stood. He
of a
bracelet lust night. The time was up.
Who taught herV There is nothing was convinced that .should he try too
I would have stabbed you if you hud
new, even in Khlnjiin, In the "Hills!" climb back Ismail would merely reach
tried to prevent me!"
And when the crowd defeated the out a blind and shove him down again,
Now he spoke ut last and gave her
arena guards at last and hurst through and there was no sense in being put
a first glimpse of an angle of bis mind
the swinging hults to seize her and to that Indignity. He decided to go
she had not suspected.
(ling her high and worship her with forward, for there was even less sense
"Princess," lie said. He used the
mail barbaric fite. she ran toward the in standing still.
So he stooped to
word with the deference some men can
feel the Hour with his hand before
shield, 'i hc four men raised It shoulcombine with effrontery, so thut very
der high again. She went to It like deciding to go forward. There was
tenderness hus burbs. "You might
u leaf in the wind sprang on It as if mi mistaking the finish given by the
have had that thing back if you hud
wings hud lifted her, scarce touching tread of countless feet. He was on a
sent a messenger for It at nny time.
It with naked toes mid leapt to the highway, and there are not often pitA word by a servant would have been
falls w here so many feet have been.
bridge with
laugh.
She went over the bridge on tiptoes,
For all that he went forward ns a On It, Above the Linen,
Man and a enough."
"You could
never have reached
like nothing else under heaven hut certain Agng once did, ind it was
Woman Lay Hand In Hand.
Kldnjun then !" she retorted. Her eyes
Yasmlni nt her bewitchlngest.
And many minutes before he could see a
flashed again, but his did not waver.
in the light was not she. At first a wild thought
without pausing on the far side she certain glowing blood-re"Princess," he said, "why speak of
danced up the hewn stone stairs, dived behind two lumps, at the top of a flight possessed him that she hud killed
what you don't know?"
Into the dark hole and was gone!
of ten stone steps. When he went
He thought she would strike like a
The only thing to show who he had
"Come !" yelled Ismail in King's ear. ipiite close he suw carpet down the
He could have heard nothiiiK less, for middle of the steps, so ancient that been were the letters S. P. Q. It. on a snake, but she smiled at him instead.
the cavern was like to hurst apart tbe stone showed through in places; great plumed helmet, on n little tuble And when Yasmini has smiled on a
from the tumult.
all the pattern, supposing It ever had by the bed. But she was the woman man he hus never been Just the same
s
and the frieze. A mun nfterwurd. He knows more, for
"Whither?" the Afriill shouted In any, was worn or faded away. Curpet of the
stone
in n corner was one thing. He hits hud a lesson in
statue
own
wind
"Does
Ills
too.
the
and
ask
red
whither'
disgust.
steps glowed
Come like the wind and see! They face, and the hands he held In front so like her, und like Yasmlni too, that one of the finer arts.
"I will speak of what I do know,"
will remember next that they have a of him were
color. Yet it was difficult to decide which of the
she suid. "No, there Is no need. Look
bone to pick with thee! Come away!" outside the little ellipse of light the two it represented.
She had lived when lie did, for her Look !"
That seemed good enough advice, lie darkness looked like a thing to lean
She pointed ut the bed at the man
followed as fast as Ismail could shoul- against, and the silence was so Intense fingers were locked in his. And he
that he could hear the arteries sing- had lived two thousand years ago, be on ttie bed fingers locked In those of
der a way out between the frantic
cause his armor was about us old as a woman who looked so like herself.
deufened, stiipelleil, numbed, al- ing by his ears.
He looked, knowing well there was
lie saw the curtains move slightly, that, and for proof that be had died
most cowed by the ovation they were
apparently In a little puff of wind that in it part of his breast had turned to something tu be understood, thut
giving the "Heart of their Hills."
The stared him in the fuce. But for the
iiiiule the lumps waver. Then he walked powder luside the breastplate.
up the steps and at the top he stooped rest of his body was whole and per life of him he could not determine
CHAPTER XV.
fectly preserved.
to examine the lamps.
question or answer.
"What Is In your bosom?" she
Stern, handsome In a
As they disappeared after a scramble
They were bronze, east, polished und
through the mouth of the same tun- graved. All round the circumference Itouiiiti way, gruy on the temples, flrm- asked him.
,
He put his bund to his shirt.
llpped, he lay like an emperor In harnel they had entered by, n roar went of em'li bowl were figures in
"Draw It out !" she said, as a teucher
representing a woman dancing, ness. But the pride und resolution on
up behind them like the birth of earthhis face were outdone by the serenity drills a child.
quakes. Looking back over his shoul- She was the woman of the knlfe-hllt- ,
He drew out the
knife
der. King saw yasmlni come buck Into anil of the lamps in the arena ! Hut no of hers. Very surely those two had
with the bronze blade, with which a
the hole's mouth, to stand framed In It two figures of the dance were nlike, been lovers.
Both of them looked young and man hud meant to murder him. He let
For the It was the same woman darning, hut
and bow acknowledgment.
space of five minutes she stood In the the nrtlst had chosen twenty differ healthy the woman younger than it He on the palm of bis hand and
nt a guess and looked from It to her and back again.
great hole, smiling and watching the ent poses with which to Immortalize thirty twenty-fivcrowd below. Then she went, and the bis skill, and hers. lioth lumps burned the man perhaps forty, perhaps forty-liv- The hilt might have been a portrait of
Kvery stitch of the man's cloth- her modeled from the life.
guards began to loose random volleys sweet oil with n wick, and each had
nt the roof and brought down hun- n chimney of born, not at all unlike ing had decayed, so that his armor
"Here Is another like it," she said,
a modern lamp chimney. The horn rested on the nuked skin, except for u stepping to the bedside. She drew buck
dredweights of splintered stalactite.
dressed leather kilt about his middle. the woman's dress ut the bosom and
Within a minute there were a hun- was stained red.
dred men busy sweeping up the splinAs he set the second lamp down he The leather wus as old its the curtains showed a knife exactly like thut In
ters. In another minute twenty Zakka became tiwnre of n subtle. Interesting at the entrance, and us well preserved. King's hand. "One lay on her bosom
Kliels had begun u sword dance, yell- smell, and memory took him back at But the woman's silked clothing was and one on his when I found them 1"
ing like demons. A hundred joined once to Yasminl's room in the Chnndnl us new us the bedding. Yet, they both she said. "Now, think again!"
them. In three minutes more the Cbowk In Delhi where lie, had studied died about the sume time, or how could
lie did think, of thirty thousand pos
whole arena was a dinning whirlpool, It first. It was the peculiar scent he their lingers have been interlaced? sibilities, and of one Impossible idea
find the river's voice was drowned in bad been told was Yasniinl's own a And some of the jewelry on the womthat stood up prominent among them
shouting and th" stamping of naked blend of scents, like a chord of music, an's clothes wus very ancient as well all and insisted on seeming the only
feet on stone.
as priceless.
,
in which musk did not predominate.
likely one.
"Come!" urged Isiin.l!, and led the
He looked closer lit the fingers for
He took three strides and touched
"I suw the knife in your bosom last
way.
the curtains, discovering now for the signs of force und suddenly caught his night," she said, "and laughed so that
King's Inst Impression was of earth's first time that there were two of them, breath.
Under the womun's flimsy I nearly wakened you."
womb on fire und of hellions brewing divided down the middle.
They were sleeve was u wrought gold bracelet,
"Why didn't you take It with the
wrath. The stalactites and the hurry- of leather, and though they looked old smaller limn Unit one be himself bad bracelet?" King asked her,
holding it
ing river multiplied the dancing lights as the "Hills" themselves, the leather worn in Delhi and up the Khyber. He out. "Take it now. I don't wunt it."
was supple as good cloth.
raised the loose sleeve to look more
She accepted it and laid it on the
"Kurrum Khun hai !" he announced. closely ut it, and the movement Inid man's bronze armor. Then, however,
Itut the echo wus the only answer. bare another bracelet, on the man's she resumed it and played with it.
"Look again!" she suid. "Think and
There was no sound beyond the cur- right wrist. Size for size, this wus the
tains. With his heart In his mouth he same as the one that had been stolen look again I"
VActMTvoC- He looked, and he knew now. But
parted them with both hands, startled from himself.
Memory prompted him. He felt Its he still preferred that she should tell
by the sharp jangle of metal rings on
outer edge with a finger null. There him, and his lips shut tight.
a rod.
"Can You Guest Why I Changed My
was the little nick that he hud made
So be stood, with arms outstretched,
"Cnn you guess why I changed my
Mind About You Wise Man?"
staring staring sturing- - with eyes in the soft gold when lie struck it mind about you wise man?"
her fingers loose. She drew aside the
skilled swiftly to take In details, but against the cell bars In the Jail at the
Site looked from him to the man on
Mir Khan palace!
He touched the the bed and back to him again. Hav- leather curtain that hung on a bronze
with u brain that tried to explain
rod nenr the bed, led him through It,
was
warm.
He
formed R hundred wild suggestions
It
gold.
repeated the ing solved the riddle. King had leisure
and then reeled. He wag face to fuce test on the woman's wrists. Hers was to be Interested In her eyes, and and let it clash to again behind them.
Now they were in the dark together,
with the unexpluluuble the riddle of warm, too. With bracelets hud been watched them analytically, like a jewworn by a living being within an eler appraising diamonds. They were and it was not comprehended ip bet
Khlnjiin raves.
scheme of things to let circumstance
The leather curtains slipped through hour
strangely reuiiniscent, but much more He fallow. She pressed his hand, and
He muttered and frowned In thought. changeable and colorful than any he
his lingers and closed behind him with
sighed, and then hurried, whispering
the clash of rings on a rod. Itut he and then suddenly Jumped backward. hud ever seen. They had the baffling tender
words he could scarcely catch.
was iieyond being startled.
He was The leather curtain nenr the bed bad trick of changing while he watched When
they burst together through a
not rcully sure he was In the world. moved on Its bronze rod.
them.
curtain at the other end of a passage
He was not certain whether It was the
"Aren't they dears?" a voice said in
"Having sent a man to kill you, why in
his skin was red under
twentieth century, or 55 B. C, or ear- Kngllsh behind him.
"Aren't they did I cease to want to kill you? In- the the rock,
tail and for the first time her eyes
lier yet ; or whether time had ceased. sweet l"
stead of losing you on the way to Khin-Jarefused to meet his.
Yasmlni stood not two arms' lengths
The place where he was did not
why did I run risks to protect
"Why did they choose that cave to
look like a cave, but a palace chamber, away, lovelier than the dead woman you after you reached here?
Why did sleep in?" she asked him. "Is not this
for the rock walls had been trimmed because of the merry life in her, young I save your life in the Cavern
of La better one? Who laid them there?"
square and polished smooth ; then they and warm, aglow, but looking like the Earth's Drink tonight? You do not
He stared about. They were in a
had been painted pure white, except dead woman and the woman of the know yet? Then I will tell you some
great room far more splendid than the
s
for a wide blue frieze, with a line of frieze the woman of the
thing else you do not know. I was In first. There was a great fountain in
gold leaf drawn underneath it And tne statue come to life, speaking to Delhi when you were ! I watched and the center
splashing in the midst of
him
on the frieze, done in
in
more
f
English
too,
sweetly than If listened while you and Bewa
flowers. They were cut flowers. The
was the Grecian lady of the lamps, It had been her mother tongue. The talked tn my house I I was in Gunga
Bewa "Hills" must have been scoured for
always dancing. There were fifty or English abuse their language. Yas- Gunga's carriage on the train that he them within
day.
mlni
caressed
no
two
It and made It do It took and you did not I I have learned
alike.
sixty figures of her,
There were great cushioned couches
A dozes tamps were burning, set In work twice over.
at first hand that you are not a foot all about and two thrones made of
niches cat In the walls at measured
Being dressed as a native, he But that was not enough I Yon had to Ivory and gold. Between two couches
Never Was Such Dancing.
salaamed
loir. Knowing hint for what be three things clever and brave and was a table, laden with golden plates
Intervals. They were exactly like the
Into a million, and tbe great roof two outside, except that their horn he was, she gave him tbe
d
one other. The one other you are! and a golden Jug, on pure white linen.
hurled the din down again to make chimneys were stained yellow Instead
tips of her warm fingers to Brave you have proved yourself to There were two goblets of beaten gold
confusion with the new din coming up. of red, suffusing everything In a golden kiss, and he thought she trembled be I Clever
yon must be, to trick your and knives with golden handles and
Ismail went like a rat down a run, glow.
when he touched them. But second way Into Khinjan caves, even with bronze blades.
The whole room
and it became so dark that King had
Opposite him was a curtain, rather later she had snatched them away and Ismail at your elbow! That Is why seemed to be drenched In the scent
to follow by ear. He imagined they like that through which he bad en- was treating him to raillery.
I saved your life because you are Yasmini favored, and there was the
were running back toward the ledge tered. Near to the curtain was bed,
"Man of pills and blisters !" she said. those two things and
one same frieze running round all four
and
under the waterfall ; yet, when Ismail whose great wooden posts were "tell me how those bodies are pre otherl"
walls, with the woman depicted on It
called a halt at last, panting, groped cracked with age. In spite of Its age served ! Spill knowledge from that
She snatched a mirror from
little
dancing.
behind a great rock for a lamp and lit It was spread with fine new linen. learned skull of thine
"Come, we shall eat I" she said, leadIvory table a modern mirror' bad
the wick with a common safety match, Richly embroidered, not very ancient
He did not answer. He never shone glass, bad art, bad workmanship, but ing him by tbe hand to couch. She
they were in a cave be had never seen Indian draperies hung down from it In conversation at any time, having silver warranted.
took the one facing him, and they lay
before.
to tbe floor on either side. On It, made as many friends as enemies by
"Look In It and then at him I" the like two Romans of the empire with
"Where are wet" King asked.
above the linen, a man and a woman saying nothing until the spirit moves ordered,
the table in between.
Hum
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She struck a golden gong then, und
a native woman came in, who stared

and did not like him. Yasmlni nodded
to tbe servant, who clapped her hands,
At once came a stream of hillinen,
robed In white, who carried sherbet In
bottles cooled tn snow and dishes fra
grant with hot food. He recognized
his own prisoners from the Mir Khan
Puluce Jail, and nodded to them as
they set the things down under the
maid's direction. When they had fin
ished eutlug Yusmlnl drove the mill
away with a shurp word; he brought
on ivory footstool and set It ubout
yard away from her waxen toes. And
she. Hutching him with burning eyes,
wound tresses of her hair around the
golden (lugger handle, making her Jew
els glitter witli each movement.
"The gods of India, who arc the ouly
real gods, what do they think of it ull !
They huve been good to the English,
but they huve hud no thanks. Tbey
will stutid' uslde now und wutch
greater Jihad than the world hus ever
seen ! I love them, and they love ni
as you shall love me, too! If they did
not love both of us, we would not both
be here! We must obey them!"
None of the East's amazing ways of
Love
courtship ure ever tedious.
springs into being on an instant and
lives a thousand years inside un hour.
She left no doubt ns to her meaning.
She and King were to love, us the Eust
knows love, und then the world might
huve just what they two did not cure
to take from it.
Ills only possible course as yet was
the defensive, and there is no defense
like silence. He was still.
"The sirkur," she went on, "the silly
slrkur fears thut perhaps Turkey mtiy
enter the wur. Perhaps a jihad may
be proclaimed. So much for fear
know! I have known for a very long
time ! And I huve not let fear trouble
me at all !"
Her eyes were on his steadily, and
she read no fenr In his, either, for none
was there. In hers he saw ambition
the
excitement
triumph already
gambler's love of ull the hugest risks.
Behind them burned genius and the
devilry that would stop at nothing. As
the general hud told him In I'eshuwur,
she would dare open hades gate und
ride the devil down the Khyber for
the fun of it.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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at King as If she bad seen him before
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WONDER

Newly Examined Glacier in an Unexplored Region May Be Biggest
In the Rockies.
We had reached a point of vantage
whence we could overlook the whole
of the unexplored
region of the
Rockies from Laurier Pass on the
south to the Llnrd region on the
north. No great secret could be cop
cenled from us.
Whut did we see?
A glance showed us thnt there was
no heaven-kissinpeak "tnller than
Mount Robson," writes Paul L. Ha
worth In Scribner's Magazine.
But there were several magnificent
mountains higher than nny along the
Finluy. Much .the finest of till these
It was
lay fur to the northeastward.
a vast affair with three great sum
mlts, two of them penks, the third and
tallest an Immense square block.
This mountain was big enough to
have aroused our enthusiasm, and yet
we gave comparatively scant heed to
g

it.

Far down the south slope of It, filling a great valley miles and miles
wide, there flowed a perfectly Immense, glistening glacier.
"That Is what makes the Quadacha
white," Joe conceded.
There could be no doubt about it.
For a long time I had realized that It
rock mill
would require a
to grind up enough silt to color such
a big stream as the Quadncha, but
where was a mill big enough for the
job?
We were at least forty miles from
it, for we were not fully twenty miles
west of the works, and from the forks
to the glacier must be at least twenty
more. We were eight as one must
travel In thnt region. Yet there that
great white mass loomed up for nnd
away the most notable phenomenon In
that whole magnificent panorama. It
Is the biggest thing In the whole Fin-lacountry. I venture to predict that
when the glncler has been more closely
examined It will be found to be one of
the biggest, if not the very biggest,
in the whole Rocky Mountain system
good-size-
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MARKET
QUOTATIONS
Weetera Newspaper Union Newa Service.
OBNVEII MARKET!,

'

Cattle.
Grass steers, good to choice 10.2511.0I)
Uraaa steers, (air to good., 8.60010.00
8.60
7.50
Heifers, prime
8.40
Cowa, grassers, good to ch. 7.60
7.85
Cowi, graasera, (air to good 6.600
(.40
Cowqa, cannera and cutters 5.00
10.25
Veal calvea
8.00
7.00
Bulla
6.75
Feeders, good to choice ... 9.00 10.25
8.0008.76
Feedera, fair to good
8.00
Feedera, common to fair .. 7.00
8.50
Stockers, good to choice ... 7.75
Stockers. fair, to good . . . 6.5QJL60.
"Tioaa.
Good hogs
16.25 016.65
Lambs
Feeder lambs
Ewes
Feeder ewes
Wcthera

Sheep,

14.75015.50
14.60016.60

.

10.0011.35
9.50
6.00
11.0012.00

,

HAY AND UKAIN MAIIKBT.
B. Denver. Carload Price.)
liar.
Buying Prices per Ton.
Colo, upland, per ton
22.0024.00
Near,
20.00022.00
per ton
i'rairleupland,
hay (new crop),
Colo. and Nebr., per ton. .20.0022.00
26.0026.00
Timothy, per ton
Alfalfa (new crop) per ton 20.00022.00
South Park, per ton
26.00026.00
Uuaaiaon Valley, per ton. .23.00025.00
(Straw, per ton
6.000 7.00
Grain.
2.45
Oata, Nebr., 100 lbs., buying
2.4
Colo, oata,
buying
8.2S
Corn chop, bulk,
sack,
selling
Cora in sack, selling
bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling. .1.70

(F. O.

Hungarian

Klour.

4.85

patent

DIIESSUU

I'OULTKY.
Less 10 per cent commission.

Springs
jurkeys, fancy d.
Turkeys, old toms
Turkeys, choice
Hena, fancy
Ducks, young
Cieese
Hoosters

24

26

032

30
24
20

p

S26
20

18

022
020
014

20
18
12

Llv Poultry.
(Trlcea net F.O.B. Denver.)
22
epringa
18
16
Hena, fancy, lb
Kouatera. lb
12
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over ,...24 026
10
Ducks, young
023
16
Gees

Kasa.
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F.
U. B. Denver
.52
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F.
.35
a. uenver.
misc.
Egga, caae count,
cases, less conimlasion, . .13.00 0 14.00
Butter.
Creameries, ex. 1st grd., lb.. 49 050
44
Creameries, 2nd grade, lb...
42
41
Process
30
031
Packing stock (net)
Fruit.
Apples, Colo., new fancy, box. 1.0001.75
1.75 02.00
Pears, Colo
Veactalilea.
12.0014.00
Beans, Navy, cwt
7.0008.00
Beana, I'into, cwt
Beans, Uma, lb
150 .16
Beets. Colo., cwt
1.5001.75
1.7502.00
Cabbage, Colo
1.50 01.75
Cairota, cwt
12 V4 is. 15
Cauliflower, lb
35 01.00
Celeru, Pascal, Colo., doz
45
.75
Celery
Onions, table, doz.
250 .85
1.50 h 2.00
Potatoes, cwt
Tomatoea, H. H., lb
080 .10
1.5001.75
Turnips, Colo., cwt
HIDES

AND I'HLTg.

Dry llitlea.

30
Flint butcher, lb
28
Flint fallen, lb
17
Flint bull and stag, lb
15
Flint culls and glue, lb
Bail niuea, zc to 3c id. less.
Horse hides 12 to 23 urlca of ereen
salted.

Green Salted Cured Hides, etc.
10 011
Over 40 lbs., lb
10 011
Under 40 lbs., lb
Bull and Btag
09
08
Glue hides and skins
Part cured, 1c less.
Green 2c leas than cured.
Calf and KId. Green Salted.
20022
Calfskin, lb
Kip, lb
14016
Each.
1.00 01.25
Deacons
Slunka
260 .60
.18
Branded
1
5.0006.00
Horse, No.
Horse, No. 2
4.0006.00
Glue and pony
2.0002.60
Colt

60

,75

Green Salted Pelts.

Each.
Lamb and aheeo
II. 0Ufiu2.no
60 0 .75
Spring lamba
.1U0 .eu
oneaniuga
Drr Flint 1'elta.
Wool pelts
28040
36 0 38
Short wool pelta
24
Butcher Bhearlinga. No. 1
10
No. 2 murlan shearlings
Bucks, aaddlea and pieces at value.
MISCELLANEOUS

MARKETS.

Price for Metals.
Bar silver, 90 He.
Copper, 623.17 Vi.
Lead, 36.5O06.62U.

Spelter, 87.52 Vi.
oer unit,
Tungaten concentrates,
BouKier. Tungaten concentrates. 60
per cent, $20.00022.60 per unit. Crude
ores, 60 per cent, 120.00025.00; 25 per
cent, $12.00 12.60; 10 per cent, $9,400
Nuthatch.
12.20 per unit.
The familiar winter bird, the
Price of Sacar.
nuthatch. Is the champion
York.
Centrlfue-al- .
New
Suerar
"steeplejuck" of the world, says an 6.005; fine granulated, $8.15 0 8.35.
can
It
travel
headforemost
exchange.
Chicago Grain and Provision Price.
down any tree trunk In the forest nnd
Corn No. 4 yellow, $1.70.
Chicago.
can perform other dizzy gymnastic
Oata No. 3 white. 81 82c: atandard.
nutwith
ease.
feats
The
81tt83c.
astounding
Kye No. z, 1.84
hatch makes nothing of thrillers.
Barley $1.8801.58.
The winter hawks occasionally try
Timothy $5.00 7.60.
Clover $20.00 0 26.00.
to catch asleep this weasel of a bird.
Pork Nominal.
Lard $24.05.
The nuthatch, however, can scuttle
Ribs
$23.50024.25.
around a tree trunk, thrice outpacing
Knnans City Prodnee.
the squirrel at the same trick. Tbe
Kansas City.
Butter
Creamery,
bird braves the bitter cold, and If It 44c;
42c; seconds, 40c; packing,
flrats,
knew how it probably would hearten 34c.
50e;
Flrats,
Eggs
seconds, I2c
us In the winter days with something
Poultry Hena, 21 He; roosters, 15c;
more cheerful than "Quank, quank." broilers,
24025c.
It does not know how, however, and
Chicago Live Stock Quotation.
so we must take It for Its beauty and
Chicago.
Hogs Bulk of aalea, $16.40
Its society and let the rest go.
016.76; light, $15.75016.65;
mixed,
$16.10016.80:
heavy,
$16.05016.80;
rough, $1(.M16.26; pigs, $12.60012.56.
n
Cattle Jatlve steers, $7.85013.60;
Performers.
and feedera, $6.70010.50; cowa
Any boy who has gone to a circus stockers
and half era, $5.50011.60; calves, $8.60
know what remarkable "stunts"
Sheep Wethers, $9.50013.25; ewes.
can perform human beings can't
$8.70012.20; lambs, $15.60 0 17.60.
do some of them. There is, of course,
the trick of balancing a big ball on
Batter, Ban Iotatoea and Pealtrr- their snouts and tossing it from one to Chicago. Butter Creamery, 39 0 49c.
n
Firsts, 66066c; ordinary
Egg
oranother (n that way. The
62056c; at mark, cues Included,
chestra Is not particularly musical, but firsts,
60056c; regriferator flrats, 4141Kc
Potatoes Wiaconaln, Minnesota, 19o:
the animals can create an awful din
bulk, 19020c; do sacks, $2.000210.
by mean of horns, drums and bells.
Poultry Fowls, 25c; springs, 34c
The more clever of them can walk up
a ladder and down, with a baton on Grain and Flew Prices nt Ulnueanolla.
Floor
StandMinneapolis, Minn.
the!rsnout; while others roll over or ard,
In carload lots, quoted at $9.7$ In
dlvi) when there Is a tank. Each traincotton sacks.
er tiles new tricks with his lions, makBarley $1.29491.67.
Rye ll.88H01.84M.
ing sore at first that he can do all the
Bran $12.60.
Corn No. 1 yellow, $1 68tM.7l.
most common ones.
Oata No. 1 white. 794 08O1,c
Flax 83.67H01.6m.
Possibilities.
Crushed
Now York Cotton Prlic
was
cub
reporter,
fat, but
Jones, the
New
Cotton Jumnr ai at.
he looked as melancholy as a fat man March. York.
11.17; May, 30.71; July, 2o!$0: '
can when he entered the city editor's October, la.fti.
826.00.

White-Breaste- d

white-breaste- d

Sea-Lio-

sea-lio-

sea-lio-

office.

flai Prices nt Dalath.
"Why was my story killed V he
Linseed $2.51 U e
Duluth, Minn.
asked gloomily.
M6H bid: May. 11.11(4; July. $3.38 bid;
"An act of mercy," said the editor. October. $$.$0, nominal.
Ton (ell down oa It first"
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Advice to Americans Barwasa

oil6aod2l

By E. O. 8ELL.ER8, Acting Director of
the Sunday School Course of the Moody
Bible Institute, Chicago.)
(Copyright, 1917, Western Newspaper Union. I

Opportunities Offered to
Those With Foresight to
Grasp Them.

Vast

LESSON FOR JANUARY 13

LESSON TEXT Mark 1:12-5GOLDEN TEXT Repent ye, and believe
to the Gospel.
FOR
ADDITIONAL
MATERIAL
8:18-2TEACHERS Matt. 4:1-1Luke 4:
9:1-: 9:57-64:14-1(;
John
Acts
Heb.
1.34-3-

.

HOURS IN HISTORY

GREATEST

JESUS BEGINS HIS WORK.

PRIMARY TOPIC Jesus chooses four
helpers.
MEMORY VERSE Come ye after me.
Mark 1:17.
Overcome
INTERMEDIATE
TOPIC
temptation.
MEMORY VERSE- -I Cor. 16:13.
SENIOR AND ADULT TOPIC-H- ow
Je.
us faced his task.
I. Introduction (vv. 12, 13). Mnrk devotes little or no attention to the enrly
Incidents of the life of Jesus, nnd only
suggests the events Immedlntely following his bnptlsm. Indeed, for the
record of the Temptation nnd the Sermon on the Mount, we have to look to
In teachthe other Gospel writers.
ing the lesson we must not, however,
overlook making some reference to
these two outstanding events In the
life of our Lord.
II. John the Baptizer (vv. 14, 15).
This section not only disposes of John
as having been put into prison, but
immediately plunges Jesus Into his
entry Into
public ministry. Jesus
Galilee was a part of his connection
with John, Inasmuch as he withdrew
himself to that place (See John 4:1-3and made Capernaum his headquarters (Matt. 4:18). The message here
recorded ns proclaimed by Jesus was
the Identical summons which John the
Jesus speaks
Bnptlzer hnd uttered.
of this new kingdom as being already
come, referring, of course, to his own
person and ministry, but In its actual
establishment It was not really "nt
hand" until he shed his blood upon the
cross nnd the Holy Spirit descended on
the day of Pentecost, when thero was
opened the fountain for sin and
for the world nt large.
III. Hit Helpers Called, (vv.
In this record, we have the call of
four of his helpers:
Simon, Andrew
his brother, James and John his
brother, the latter being the sons of
Zebedee. Luke tells us (5:3) Hint
Jesus was teaching. Those called
were certainly at work and God always Issues his call to those whose
time and effort are being occupied,
even though perhaps for selfish purposes. There is no place for an Idler
This call
In the spiritual kingdom.
was to "come ye after me" (v. 17),
the purpose being thnt they might become "fishers of men." Notice he began upon the common, familiar ground
of fishing, something mutually and
thoroughly understood, nnd led them
from that to a spiritual truth. In this
we see a good pedagogical hint and a
wise suggestion to the preacher and
teacher, vis., that we must begin to
teach our lessons through the medium
of past experience and of present Interests. Simon (Luke 5 :5) appears to
have been a doubter when Jesus
called him. Nevertheless, he wns willing to try Christ nt lenst once, and so
at his word, he let down the net. The
evidence of obedience Is found In verse
19, and Matthew (4:8) also Luke (5:
11) tells us thnt when they left their
nets, "they left all."
IV. Hi
Helper Trained (vv. 21,
22). The result of this call wns (see
v. 21) that as they went into the city
they entered Into the synagogue,
where Jesus taught them. The InferWhenever
ence, of course, Is plain.
God calls a man Into his kingdom, he
begins nt once to tench him the duties and responsibilities of the kingdom. Notice thnt In becoming fishers
of men, then began close nt home.
Brother sought brother. This was not
the first time that Jesus had called
these brothers.
(See John 1:40, 41).
In the call, as accorded by St. John,
we are led to believe thnt John (the
unmentloned disciple) first sought nn
Interview with Christ. The question
of harmonizing the various calls which
Jesus gave to his disciples Is an Interesting one and one which hns given
rise to a good deal of discussion. The
one recorded In the first chapter of
John occurred In Judea; this one occurred in Galilee. As to whether this
Is the one recorded In the fifth chapter of Luke, there seems to be a general opinion thnt It Is not the same,
though we can with profit compare
the two callings in teaching this lessor,. The probabilities nre thnt there
were three calls: First, the one recorded In John 1:35:42; second, thnt
one recorded In Matthew 4:18:22; and
the third nnd Inst was that which occurred Just before their appointment
to become apostles, the one recorded
In Luke five.
Conclusion. When Jesus faced his
great task, he did not face It .lalone. He
of God
had first of all the appror
the Father. He also had the annolnt-Inof God the Holy Spirit, nnd he
and help of
called In the
human agents. Jesus met his temptation and his tasks not In his own
strength, but In the strength of the
Spirit of God. At the same time being God, he called to his side those
who in turn were to become fishers of
His call to
men, leaders of others.
(a),
these disciples was three-fold- ;
to disclpleshlp, namely, they were to
to
;
.
fellowship,
become learners
(b).
for they were to enter Into and have a
and
part of his toll, tasks, temptations servsorrows (Phil. 3 :10) ; and (c), to
ice. They were to go out as his amThe
bassadors and representatives.
world always demands the busy man.
The fact that these men had hired
servants Indicates their position In
life. Jesus called to be his disciples
men who were busy with the common
dally tasks, but who with prompt obedience left those tasks to learn of him
and who then went out to turn the
world upside down.
g

Thrilling Momenta of History Nothing
Compared With
Events That Are Taking
Place Today.
Epoch-Makin-

g

By FRANCIS TREVELYAN MILLER,
LL. D.

What a day of triumph this is for
ycung men
What vast opportunities are offer
ing themselves to young men who huve
the foresight to grasp them I
What an opportunity this very moment to be something, to be somebody,
to make your life known and heard
throughout the world. A year ago we
were unimportant even In our own lit
tle towns; today the whole world Is
calling us.
We, who are living today, are living
In the greatest hours of the world's
history. Never before in the annals of
mankind has the world been thrown
wide open for every young man to test
his valor and prove his worth.
As a youth, I logged for the days
when great events were In the making.
I wanted to live when new civiliza
tions were being born ; when
rlng heroes were treading the earth;
when men were gods.
Dream Has Come True.
And here we are in Just such an
age. The dream has come true. Romance and chivalry have returned from
the past ages. Today we are all knights
setting forth on the grandest crusade
In the whole noble adventures of the
human race.
What would you not give to have
been a soldier under Alexander the
Great In his conquest to destroy Thebes
to conquer Babylon at
at twenty-one- ,
twenty-five- ,
and to die master of the
world at. thirty-thre- e
yenrs of age7
Or of Hannibal on his march across
the Alps with bis 90,000
12,000 horsemen, and 40 elephants.
Or to have ridden with the helmeted
hosts of William the Conqueror into
the battle of Hastings when King Har
old lost his life and his kingdom and
England was born?
What would you not give to have fol
lowed the heroic Joan of Arc into the
battle of Orleans to save France?
Or with the duke of Murlborough
in the cavalry charges on the battle
ground at Blenheim?
Or with Washington and his victo
rious army at Yorktown when Cornwallls surrendered nnd the American
nation was born what a glorious mo
ment?
Or with the duke of Wellington at
Waterloo to have been one of the
soldiers who conquered the mighty Na
poleon; to have stood at attention as
he passed down the lines Into exile and
death at St. Helena?
What thrilling moments are these
and yet they are nothing compared
events that are
with the
taking place today. And to think that
you are a part of theml That you
are an Important factor In their out
come
That you can march to victory
with the mightiest armies In all human
history I
Yesterday, you were unknown and
Insignificant; there was no opportunity
for you to assert yourself; you were
destined to live and die an ordinary,
Inconsequential life. Today the world
Is calling you.
The Trumpet Call.
I can hear the beat of the drum.
And the call of the bugle. Thirty million men are on the battle grounds.
Over their heads fly the
standards of the nations of the earth,
What a glorious vision the strong
men of the earth In battle array to
storm the citadels of autocracy; to
free the human race from despotism;
to carry the flag of liberty and democ
racy to all the peoples of the globe.
I can hear the trumpet call. It is
calling me
I can hear the cries of women and
Children trodden down by the brute
beel of the invaders. I can hear the
kings blaspheme as their thrones totter
and fall.
I can hear the voice of humanity
calling calling to me
Who speaks? Who tells me to turn
a deaf ear? Who tells me I am a
coward and a fool? Think you I have
no manhood within me? Think you I
Think you
am weakling or knave?
I have neither a human heart or soul
nor even a glimmer of reason within
1

soul-stlr-
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Helping to Win
the War
BM

Aan

BY GEORGE ADE

This is a letter to the fortunate ones
who, ten years from now, will be en- -

Joying the benefits
of what all future
histories will cull
the Great war.
You (the girls of
sweet sixteen and
slightly
upward
and the boys who
nre getting ready
to vote) will know
more about this
war when you are
plump nnd middle-agethan one can
possibly know this
yenr.
When the dust has cleared away and
the large events of the war can be
seen from a" distance then you will understand thnt the Issues Involved had
to be fought out, thut the United States
had to tuke part, thnt the tusk we are
now undertakiug had to be accomplished.
Let us hope that each of you can
sny, twenty years from now, "I wus
young at the time but I knew what the
war racunt, and I helped."
Not all of the heroes are in the
trenches.
To prove that brave men remain at
bachhome, here am I, a
elor, venturing to give advice to young
women, everyone of whom knows all
about the war or, at least, about one
young man who has marched out to
win the war.
No need to tell them to knit. They
are knitting.
Why whisper to them to beware of
The poor "slacker" al- "slackers."
reudy has felt the scorn of their
glances.
Perhaps some hints may be tabu
lated In the methodical style so dear
to professors.
Efficiency or soldiers at the front
nnd in the training camps Is dependent
upon :
(a) Physical welfare, resulting from
comfortable garments and sensible attentions, provided by young women
between the ages of sixteen and twenty-od

ne.

I remember the black wharves and the
ships
And the sea-tidtossing free,
And the Spanish sailors with bearded
Hps.

And the beauty and mystery of the
ships,
And the magic of the sea.
-- Kipling.

INEXPENSIVE

GOOD

THING8.

little leftover oatmeal If molded
may be cut In slices and fried. If a
piece or two of bacon or a Utile meat
or sausage Is added
to It before putting
It In the mold It
will muke a more
nourishing dish and
one which may tuke.
the pluce of meat.
Chicken en
Prepare n small fowl ns for
stuffing. Remove legs and wings. Hone
the legs and stuff them with the following : Chop the cooked chicken liver,
a half cupful of ham and six blanched
chestnuts. Mix with n cupful of bread
crumbs a half cupful or more of milk,
two egg yolks. Season to taste with
nutmeg, thyme, murjoram, salt, parsRoll the fowl
ley and onion Juice.
after stuffing in flour and brown in
the pan ; place In a casserole, add two
carrots, two onions and a half cupful
of uncooked rice with a pint of wuter.
Simmer one or two hours.
Indian Delight. Cook a hnlf pound
of spaghetti In boiling salted water.
Chop one small onion, one clove of
garlic, a green pepper fine and fry in
half a cupful of olive oil until the
onions are golden, then add a cupful
of condensed tomato, one nnd a half
teaspoonfuls of salt, cayenne and paprika to taste, a half tenspoonful of
Worcestershire sauce. When thoroughly heated stir In a half cupful of
cheese. When melted add the spaghetti
and a half a con of corn and lastly a
half pound of hnmburg steak, softened with cold water to prevent Its
cooking in lumps. Stir over the fire
for five minutes and turn into a baking
dish. Sprinkle with grated cheese and
bnke 20 minutes.
California Pudding. Take a cupful
each of raw potato ground, a carrot
and apple, also ground, a cupful of
brown sugar, a cupful of raisins, a cupful and a quarter of flour, n teaspoon-fu- l
of cinnamon, a half teaspnonful of
cloves and a teaspnonful of soda stirred
Into the potato. Cream a half cupful
of shortening with the sugar, dredge
the raisins with n little flour. Mix
.nd steam three hours.
Serve hot
rlth hard or liquid sauce.
A

Cas-rol-

Interesting Coat Dress With Novel Trimming
A'

onion nnd a bay leaf. Mix togethel
two tnblespoonfuls each of flour and
butter and when well cooked, add ta
the milk, cook five minutes, add the
cauliflower and serve.
Just doing right-n- ot
striving to be
great
Or wise or rich or seeking noble fate;
Just being good and generous and
brave,

Just trying how humanity to save
Ah! that's the way to live!
GOOD

Try this good and inexpensive cnke,
we are conserving on sugar, It
seems to be the good
custom to go without
frosting on our cukes:
Cake.
Inexpensive
Beat to a cream five tnblespoonfuls of sweet fnt
of nny kind, odd a cupful
of sugar and an unbeaten egg yolk. Mix well
s
one mid
of flour with two
teaspoonfuls of baking
powder, u dush of suit; add this mixture to the sugar und egg mixture alof cold
ternately with a
wuter, beating very thoroughly, then
fold in the egg white and hake 45 minutes In a moderate oven. If this cake
is
nnd carefully mude it
will huve a fine texture.
Ginger breud, hot nnd fresh, with
cottuge cheese und apple sauce makes
u most satisfying dessert.
Marshmallow Rice Pudding. Take
cold boiled rice and add sugar, spices
or flavoring, with a beuten egg nnd
milk for an ordinury rice pudding.
Then pluce on top a dozen murshmal-low- s
which huve been soaked In milk
for three hours, und bake until a light
brown.
Apple Omelet. Mix a tahlespoonful
d
of Hour Into a smooth pnste with
of a cupful of milk; add a quarter of a teaspoonful of salt, u teasponnful of sugar and u tahlespoonful
of sweet fat, melted, with four
Pure, core and chop
eggs.
four large apples, melt u tahlespoonful
of fat In a frying pan and, when very
hot, turn In the apples, stir nnd cook
until slightly soft. Pour over the flour,
egg nnd milk mixture and shake well,
lifting the edges to prevent scorching
nnd to cook evenly. When the eggs nre
set, dust with sugar and roll out on a
hot platter. Set In the oven on the
grate, or under the gns flame to brown
the top.
Pimento and Cheese Entre. Tnke
six canned red peppers, snlt the
after draining; fill with a cupful
of sharp cheese, grated; set on rounds
of toast, pour the pimento liquor
around the tnust in a pan und bake
just long enough to melt the cheese.
two-thir-

half-cupf-

well-beate-

one-thir-

well-beate- n

Destination Unknown.
Not to His Liking.
Doctor Quack I had a great many
"What's all this mess in the kitchen? Flour on the floor and peelings more patients last year than I have
scattered. I never saw such a mess." this. I wonder where they have all
"We were making an apple pie, gone to?
Sirs. Wrlnk Well, all we can do,
flad."
"0m. And yet they speak of apple-pi- e doctor, Is to hope for the best
order."
The Line Drawn.
One 8urvlval.
"Father, won't yon give me money
The old art of husbandry has enough to pay off my poker debts?
Yon might pardon the rashness of
been lost"
"Not much. There's old lady Rob- youth."
"So I might son, but I am not going
inson; she's married off five
to make allowances for it"

Not So Fierce.
The class had been studying about
the house fly, says Good Health, and
the teacher had made much of the
danger with which the
habits of the Insect threaten the public health. The lesson sank deep Into
the mind of little George, who later
was asked to write a composition on
the subject "The fly Is a Insec," he
wrote with difficulty ; "he' has six legs,
be Is more dangerous than a lion, but
I had rather a fly would bite me than
k lion."

John Paul Jones Was Scotch.
John Paul Jones was Scotch by birth
a
and
very enterprising person. During the Revolutionary war he commanded an American privateer and
made successful attacks on British
commerce. In 1779 the Dutch permit- ted him to enter their ports with two
British ships of war, which he had
taken and which the local authorities
flatly refused to deliver up. He died
at Paris In 1792, and his remains were
brought to this country a few years
ago for burial.
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The ludy In the picture hus on one
of those coats (or Is It a dress?) which
leaves us In doubt us to its Identity.
"Will you remove your coot?" might
bring the answer: "I cannot, this Is
also my dress,," without surprising
s
anyone. The
proved a convenience to the tourist who wished to
travel light, especially when designed
to allow an extra undergarment upon
s
need of warmth, and a
like
that pictured is a thing of beauty and
distinction.
If you are looking for a garment
versatile enough to play this double
role, be assured you will not find
handsomer than the model shown
here. It Is of plain, smooth-faceCloth, nnd will appeal to good tuste If
we Imagine It in grny or tan, or In
dnrker colors. It is lifted Into the
ranks of the exceptional by its decoraThis Is a bordered scroll In
tion.
which cable cord, covered with cloth
like that In the dress, Is used Instead
of braid.
The lurge covered cord,
wound with a small silk cord In a
darker sliude of Its own color. The
coat is simple in design with strulght.
coat-dres-

coat-dres-

nny-thln- g

Joined to a semi lilting,
bodice,
having plain coat
sleeves and a long, square cape at the

full

shirt,

roomy

back. This, with the turnover collar,
the cuffs und belt give additional opportunity to fenture the novel decoration. The large scroll pattern, appearing on the skirt is repeated In smaller
motifs on the belt, across the cape and
collur nnd on the cuffs.
Unexpected details in the costume
appear in the slit pockets In each side
of the skirt and in the small scarf
made to match the coat. This scarf
idea has been developed by costumera
In several clever ways, sometimes attached to the cout and sometimes not
The turban worn with this very Interesting garment Is evidently a part of
the outfit, for It depends upon a covered cord to furnish Its decoration, but
goes further and adds an odd new
which looks much like a
pompon
chrysanthemum made of ostrich flues.
Nothing Illustrates hetter the "difficult simplicity," which Is demanded of
designers of the dress of today, than
this smart
coat-dres-

Millinery Birds of Passage

To save meut we must use more
poultry, rabbits and especially lisli and
sea foods, perlshuble meats like kidneys, liver and sweetbreads, in place
of beef, mutton and pork.

SEASONABLE DISHES.

g
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1

eup-ful-

that a
woman hat wer been an auctioneer,
it Is on record that in May, 1012, the
mayor of New Tork, Mr. Gay nor. answered an Inquiry addressed to him
by a woman by saying that there was
nothing In the law to prevent a woman from becoming an auctioneer.
Strange enough. It was a mllilner who
made the Inquiry.

SEASONABLE GOOD THINGS.

v

As

thick cut of round steak makes a
most appetizing dish cooked In a
Wipe the steak
and broil It for two minutes on each side to sear
the meat and hold In Its
juice. Transfer It to n
dish, odd
one pint of .Spanish
sauce, one cupful of
stnull onions which have
been lightly browned In
hot fat nnd four
of any canned
fruit Juice or a little grape Jelly. Cover
nnd cook In a moderate oven for nn
Add one cupful
hour nnd a qtiai-ter- .
of potato balls, which have also been
browned, nnd send to the table In the
casserole.
Spanish Sauce. Cook together for
ten minutes two tnhlespnnnfuls of
sweet fat, two of chopped onion, two of
chopped carrot and one tnhlesponnful
Add two
of chopped celery.
of flour and cook until a rich
brown; add one pint of rich clear
stock nnd stir until thick nnd smooth.
Add one tnblespoonful of chopped hnm,
one bay leaf, two cloves, n sprig of
parsley, a blade of mnee and salt nnd
pepper to season. Simmer very slowly for two hours ; add one tnblespoonful of gelatin sonked In a quarter of a
cupful of soup stock until soft; simmer for 15 minutes longer, skim nnd
strain.
s
Combination Rarebit. Take
of a cupful rif grated cheese,
half a pound of spaghetti cooked until
tender, one cupful of minced cooked
ham, two tnblespoonfuls each of sweet
s
fat and flour, n cupful of milk,
of a tenspoonful of salt nnd
of a tenspoonful of pepper,
a half cupful of dry crunilis mixed with
two tnblespoonfuls of hnm
Butter
a casserole. Melt the fnt and add the
flour and seasonings, then the milk nnd
cheese, allowing the cheese to melt.
Put a layer of spaghetti In the casserole, sprinkle with ham, add some
sauce, continuing until all Is used, having the crumbs on top. Bake 15 minutes In a hot oven. The proportions of
ham, spaghetti and cheese may be
varied to suit the amount of leftovers.
Cauliflower Soup. Select one good
hend of cauliflower. Wash and pick
It apart drop into a kettle of boiling
water, add a teaspoonful of salt after
a few minutes and cook thirty minutes. Drain and add to the water one
pint of milk, a teaspoonful of scraped

epoch-makin-

f1

THINGS FOR THE TABLE.

(b) Mental calm, Induced by the
knowledge that all the girls at home
will postpone definite arrangements
until the soldiers come back.
(c) Splrituul exaltation, encouraged
by the occasional receipt of letters
from young ladles between the ages of
sixteen and twenty-one- .
From the above analysis It becomes
evident thnt the successful prosecution
of the war is not dependent upon tlio
president and cabinet, or even upon
the council of nntlonnl defense, but
upon Flora and Elsie and Agnes and
Jessie.
Don't let anyone tell you that war
is strictly a business proposition.
We can't win the war unless the
bands play and the girls wave their
handkerchiefs.
The French weep a little and kiss
one another on each cheek and sing
the "Marseillaise" and then they nre
ready to capture some more trenches.
Repressed emotions sometimes turn
sour. Don't be ashamed to let your
enthusiasm flout publicly to the breeze.
You never saw a football team advance the bull unless It was getting
encouragement from the girls on the
side lines.
Now for the boys.
Perhaps you have heard about the
Working Reserve.
It has been carefully organized under government supervision. It hns received the official indorsement of the
president. The whole plan is working
out successfully wherever it Is understood.
The trouble is that some of the bojs
and some of the parents are still a
little doubtful regarding enlistment,
because they don't know how much of
an obligation is assumed.
Here Is the plan In a nutshell : Thousands of enlisted and selected men
have gone to the training camps. It
may be that thousands more will go
next year. These men are being called
from fnctorles and workshops nnd
farms. Every factory and every farm
must continue production If we are to
render full service to our faithful allies during the war. How can we fill
the places of the young men who have
gone away to fight? We must rely
upon the boys who are old enough nnd
husky enough to work, but who are
still too young for military service.
So here is a trumpet call for all city
boys and town boys between the ages
of sixteen and twenty-one- .
Prove your patriotism and help your
me?
Mother of men, I hear you calling country by Jumping in and doing the
work of a soldier who has gone to the
me!
Women and children of Belgium! front
Go to the recruiting officer nnd enlist
Starving babes of Siberia! Suffering
Heroic for the Boys' Working Reserve. Then,
Poland
Weary Russia!
France! Chivalrous Italy I Noble when you are called upon, go and make
Bruised Boumanlal
Britannia!
My good In the Job assigned to you and
heart Is bleeding
you. I see your win your medal and wear It and be
uplifted faces and your outstretched proud of
Doesn't your common sense and
anna.
Men of the earth, I hear the tramp your knowledge of addition and subof your marching feet ! And I am com- traction tell you that if we suddenly
ing coming to stand beside you, shoul- take 1,000,000 or more men right out
der to shoulder; coming, to be with of the productive Industries of this
you the greatestemoment in the world's country, we must either find a million
history; coming, to write my name men to take their places or else go
short on production?
with yours on the pages of immortality; coming, to save civilization; to one The boys between sixteen and twenty-can and will supply the short"make democracy safe for the peoples
of the earth"; to be one of God's no- age of
There will be a loud call for them
blemen
In 1018 and they must answer the call.
I am coming, comrades, coming.

Think that Washington 1b slow
Saints above!
Want to get 'em on the go?
Want to shove?
Want to help for woe or weal?
Listen, Bub:
Put your shoulder to the wheel
Not the hub.
MrLandburg Wilson.
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With eggs as high In price as they
It seems expedient to plan our
meals without
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en tuiiirUlilnir Hint
when possible, especially when one

lias children they
should be used In
various ways oc
casionally to add
variety to the diet and furnish the
growth determinant which is found in
egg yolk and so necessary for bodily

sz

well-bein-

Southern Rice Bread. Put two cup-fuof boiled rice in a bowl, add two
cupfuls of milk, nnd the yolks of four
well beuten eggs.
Sift in gradually,
one cupful of flour, odd n half teaspoonful of salt, two tnblespoonfuls
of melted shortening, and the whites
of the eggs beaten to n stilt froth.
Turn into n shallow well greased pan
nnd bake 45 minutes In a moderate
A half cupful of rice muy be
oven.
added to almost any mullin, gem, or
griddle cuke butter.
Almond Milk Soup. Take a hnlf a
pound of rice, wash well and put Into
a double boiler with a quart of milk,
f
add
tenspoonful of salt and let
It conk slowly until every grain Is tender and swelled to double its original
size. While the rice Is cooking, shell nnd
blanch a half pound of almonds, chop
them 'very fine, or grind In n meat
chopper, then pound In a mortar, add
a few drops of milk at n time (using
three or four tnblespoonfuls. it will
make the nuts less oily). When the
pnste Is smooth, add it to three
pints of milk and simmer for thirty
minutes. When the rice is done turn
It out carefully Into the soup tureen,
then pour over rt the almonds und
milk.
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No Woman Auctioneer.
Although there Is no record
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Hats for winter resort wear, along
with other apparel for tourists thut
Journey southward, ure all reudy for
the companies of women thut will
soon turn their backs upon the lands
of snow, A glimpse of them Is alluring enough to fix a wavering purpose
nnd determine those who muy to folthem to the ends of the
low
earth ; that Is to those ends that project themselves Into the Gulf of Mexico, or the South Atluntlc, or the PaWherever they
cific In California.
go they must vie with the best efforts
of millinery designers.
Many of the models prepared for
tourists are not so distinctly summerlike as to bar them from wear in the
north, but the greater number belong
only in lands of the sun. At the top
of the group pictured, there Is a fine
turban of black slpper straw, with
of black satin. It Is a typicrown-tocal southern tourist model, beautifully
shaped and simply trimmed. Its broad
sprend of black, glossy wings suggests
flight In a happy course southward
The black hat at the left of
and panne velvet bows to edict
for simplicity in millinery nnd makes
us marvel at the style and beauty of
Its lines. It belongs to no section or
climate, being an adaptable hot for
afternoon wear anywhere; and dress
bats of this kind now extend their
usefulness to evening wear also. It
could hardly be simpler, with its finishing touch merely a pin that cannot
even be classed as "fancy." Its head
Is a long coll of panne velvet and thnt
Is all there Is of trimming, and no one
who sees the model wishes for more.
To some millions of ns who spend our
p

ma-lln-

Old Chiffon Made New.
Don't throw away chiffon, as so
many do, when It becomes soiled.
Quantities of this expensive and lovely
material are wasted each year that
could be saved, and brought to do duty
again, almost as good as new, says
It requires care
Good Housekeeping.
and a little extra trouble, but It Is certainly, worth both of these. Make a
lather of good white soap, and let it
stand until nearly cold. Put the chiffon In It and let It soak a while. Then
shake It gently around in the water.

winters north this Is the most interesting but in the group.
At the right the hat of "peanlt"
braid belongs, like the butterflies,
among growing flowers. It is a novel
weave in straw in a light turquoise
blue color, with a narrow lace mesh
woven in two rows In the body of the
hnt. The brim Is faced with orchid
pink velnur, und narrow strips of It
are laced through the mesh in the hat.
Tassels that finish the trimming nre
made of these narrow strips. This is
something new under the sun. and huts
of braid are shown in till the lovely
light colors that herald the spring.

Washable Blouses Popular.
Lingerie blouses will always be prefer
by some women, und many of
them ure being shown this season.
Batiste nnd fine cotton voile are the
favorite fabrics for lingerie models,
and fine tucking, hemstitching, and
dainty lace edgings constitute the favored trimmings.
Tailored blouses of men's wear silk
and of sutin nre extremely popular
n--

ulso.

For a Stretched Sweater.
To restore the shape of a sweater
wash in hot water nnd white soapsuds.
Rinse In cool water and lay to dry on
a covered table top or other flat surface. Pin the arms up, fasten the buttons and lay the whole garment kg that
the width is stretched rather than the
length.
passing It between the fingers but not
rubbing It Now shake it out in clean
water, changing the baths until there
is no trace of cloudiness in the water.
Fill a cup half full of water; drop in
a morsel of pure gum arable and let
this dissolve. Add to It a few drops
of white vinegar. Dip in the chiffon.
Don't squeeze or wring it dry, but lay
It between very soft white muslin and
gently pat It with the hand. Have an
iron moderately hot and iron the fabric
on the wrong side, having tissue paper
between it and the Iron.
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Red Crot Benefit Dane
STUFF
The Executive Board of the WomThat the dances held for the benean's Auxiliary met with Mrs. W. The test of a man is the fight he fit of the Red Cross realized handF..
on
chairman,
January
makes,
Lindscy,
somely for that organization is shown
2rd, at nine a. m., when considerable The grit that he daily shows;
by the detailed statement submitted
former The way he stands on his feet and the first of the year by Mrs, Frank
business was done. At
W. Vellacott, chairman of the ways
takes
meeting, Mrs. Henry Stoes of Las
Crnces presented a resolution ask-in- Fate's numerous bumps and blows.
and means committee, which had the
and
there's
of
when
ration cards,
the adoption
A coward can smile
dances in charge. They show a total
board!
of
executive
the
sum of $943.25 turned over to the
the members
naught to fear,
went on record as approving the when nothing his progress bars.
Red Cross since last June. The fol
was
stand
a
to
resolution
it
a
man
takes
up
tut
are tne sums and the dates:
passed
and,ow;nf,
plan. Also,
at tli's meeting urging all women
cliecr
June 26
$148 on
115.00
to do what could be divie to reduce When some other fellow stars.
September 20
13000
the number of deliveries frVmi stores,
October
1
75.00
to one per day. Ihertby releasing ft isn't the victory after all
November
makes
a
brother
Mint the fight that
men for oilier work.
224.75
December
I
ine
146.50
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Mrs. Walter M. Danburg was made
...
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!,
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Still
up
Ai'r'culiiiral college at Las
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S. Williams!,,,, the 17th of this month Mrs An- The blows of fate with Ins head Held
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liv r i''. Kim;, of th" fio'd d'vi- - andMr. souand Mrs. Alfred
h it'll.
Silver City Enterprise.
.Vn I'
offVp, Ins returned,
Jasper, of Boston, Mass.,, ,,j, tie Funk cxtwts to be there
from Mmiariy where be went on who have spent several weeks iiil(,'i the 15th and loth, and said she rileeding and bruised and inpale,
the hy The Lobster
the wert
f''Vi I t,r."nes
Tta Fe on former visits, arrived w, ,,,1,1 ,o all possible to further the Is the man who'll win
The Missouri Freemason says don't
and by.
in the city Sunday night and wiU'mnk ;Uid plans of the Auxiliary.!
be like a lobster. For the lobster,
Mrs. Funk t ld the members brief-- . For he isn't afraid to fail.
fion W. Sanford of Winslow. Arl- rennin fur sometime.
when
left high and dry among the
Iv of the work of the Woman s Comrri'-the vi"H on a
- s r.i
Martinez left Wednes
lee to the National Council ot It's the humps you get and the jolts rocks, has not sense or energy
to bis paren's Mr and Mr
you get
enough to work his way back to
C. E. S'inford on Don flaspar avenue
day night for 1) nver. Colorado, Defense and of the Woman's Liber- the sea, but waits for the sea to
cu,
where she will enter the W dcolt ty Loan Committee and the great Ana ine .shocks- mai
come to him. If it does not come
r.
stands,
She was nrrompanyed ti the need for women signing the service!
Mr
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left Sunda' Colorado city by her brother 11. L. cards, also that women must devote 'The hours of sorrow and vain regret, he remains where he is and dies, altn tl, ctiino The orize (hat escapes your hands, though a little effort would enable
t of
...i,...c
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Fr after a weeks visit there.
d he
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vour worth:
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when the next issue is made.
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Craduate Nurses Needed
20,000
Deputy City Clerk Gertrude has a beautiful service flag on which
$40.000 ization in each county to enable the
llr the store indid1917about
It is estimated with the contifor each
attached
are
stars
Brodell
being
the
and
the volume state to subscribe its quota,
worth of business,
Mr. HubbcU's bride is a sister of of its members in any branch of the nuance of the war in the next year
of business, on a strictly cash basis State Council of Defense is making Mrs. J. A.
Reidy of 610 West Cop military, naval or aerial service. at least 20,000 nurses will be needwas about $4').0n0. Those are the every effort to he prepared to carry
and he made her ac- Those now represented arc E. C. Ab- ed in army hospitals at home and
kind of figures that talk. Merchant the campaign into the most distant per avenue, in this
city. She return- bott, W. A. Burbank, H. W. Cronen-ber- abroad. Of 80.000 graduate nurses of
quaintance
sections of the state.
Trade Journal.
K. O. Windsor. B. W. Spitz, this country only 3.500 have been ased to Glyndon recently after a year's
visit to Mrs. Reidy. Mr. and Mrs. J. R. McFie, Jr., Jay Turley, Norman signed to duty in army service, and
Hubbell will make their home in this L. King, G. E. Moore, E. L. Ward, of this number 1.500 are in France.
H. W. Lloyd, and H. I. Stevens. Also An army nurse must be a graduate
city.
Mr. Bowdich and Miss Brodell left of the candidates who have not yet from a training school for nurses
their city offices last week and re- attained the first three degrees, the and is required to have two years
tired from the municipality's employ following are in the service, J. W. service in a hospital.
in
Mr. MacKelvie. J. A. Lowe, Peter Henthe day they were married.
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A very pretty wedding took place
Bowdich expects to be summoned in derson, D. C. Kinsell. Several others
the draft with the first men drawn have passed the training schools and Monday morning at the Cathedral
I J2
Co.
of
St. Francis when Miss Carolina
from the new classifications. He has are awaiting their calls, and still
waived all exemptions. Albuquerque others are preparing for the service. Baca and Francisco Sena were marCo.
tt
ried by Rt. Rev. Monsignor
Journal.
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rector of the parish. A wed&
Co.
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Two hundred Woodmen of the ding breakfast and reception follow
The amount of real news that wc
3
World, Woodmen Circle and their ed the ceremony at the home of the
3
failed to get recorded in last week's friends
members of the local camps brides parents Mr. and Mrs. Julian
is appalling to us
issue of the
and grove attended the joint installa- Baca Sr., May the young couple's
and we anticipate we will do a lit- tion
of officers of the Pecos Valley lourney through lite be a bright and
tle better this week. We appreciate
No. 123 and Apple Grove Circle happy one.
FIRE-PROO- F
the kind words of manv friends who Camp
lit Id a few davs aero in Security hall
frequently tell us we are getting out at Roswcll. In addition to the im- - Red Cress Benefit Dance
a real newspaper but we know we Drcssivc installation ceremonies an
New Year's Eve a dance was given
havent time to do all the work in- attractive
was rendered, at Mosquero for the benefit of the
program
side the office and get out to learn The
exercises were followed by a Red Cross which was a great success
what is going on outside and we cant "big
The comfeed".
socially and financially.
do
what
we
do
all
learn
to
at
hal'
The main street car linei one
justice
mittee turned over to the organizawe
Still
consolation
times.
get
by 'Social Evenint"
tion $75.
block away (for quiet) reaches ever
comparison with some other papers
The Woman's Club of Lordsburgi
part ot the City and City Parks we see. Roy
Red Cross Meeting
a
"Social
in
Evening recently
gave
The, main auto State tho.oughler
that city at the K. P. hall for the The' monthly meeting of the Santa
from North and South poet past tw
benefit of the Red Cross. The af Fc Chapter of the Red Cross was
fair was well attended. $64. was held Thursday afternoon in the Red
door.
Cross work room in the new museum.
realized for the worthy cause.
The Auditorium Hotel if comfort
wer
like
feel
You
able.
you
juit
at home. The ladies lounging room
which hat jus been lately ccmplet
ed on the first floor, adds greatly tc
the comfort and convenience of th
Mr. William E. Denny. 102J Park
guests.
Ave, Springfield, Ohio, writes:
"I flnd (Treat pleasure in writing
yom and thanking yen for what Parana has already dona for me. I
feeve been troubled with catarrh for
is
EYE EAR NOSE AMD THROAT
years, and it had affected my bead,
ai pan, throat and stomach, that I
L0NO ZXPESIENOE
ouM net eat ner sleea with any
EVEN IN THE OLD COUNTRY
have just taken three bottles. I
can cat most anything and am greatly
relieved of nervousness, so that wbaa Satisfaction
EYE GLASSES
I lie deww I aaa slssa witheut the
LAUCHUN BUILDING
least trsfjble. I rsssmmswd M ta alt
SANTA Ft, NEW MEXICO
these who axe suWsrsrs af that dread- - These who abjest to Hauid msdi
sines oaa aososro Parana Tablets,
Mrs. W. H. Duvall who has been
Chaves Armijo Iff t Tuesday for Al-- 1
visiting her daughter Mrs. Walter
buqiicrque to take the examination
left Saturday
at Velarde
to and officers train-- ! Turk-for
niKht tor Miami, I'lurma, to spciui
mg camp.
the remainder of the winter months.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Beytien, parents
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bond of Esn.t tin.
Mrs. Guv P. Harrincton
left Tuesday night for their home pannla were in the city Wednesday
to aitond the funeral of the late
hi Ftigcne, Oregon.
Louis F. Nohl, late manager of the
Noli! mercantile store at
Attorney Wi'liam J. Lucas, of Las'liuml
'c.t;i vns in the city this wek Kspanola.
ite!'iig .1 meeting ol ine stale Th annual meeting of the First
b an! of l.ir examiners.
Vatic i al Bank of Santa Fe was held
John I'flnei'er
.
arrived 'Tuesday afternoon.
Vfi l!;rrin--t'V
e
''ri1em. (lrf. ',,n. an1 wis added to the hoard of directors
V;
of her brothers' all other officers and directors were
will take
hiii'ic on I inroln avenue.
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Elks Have Service Flat
During the last week a beautifsn
Service Flag was installed in the
Elks' club rooms by the Silver City
Lodge No. 413. The flag contains
50 stars, one for each member of the
local lodge who is now engaged m
military service.

Albuquerque Red Croat
The week's drive for memberships
for the Albuquerque Chapter of the
Red Cross brought 1,400 additional
members to the chapter. The drive
has doubled the membership, bringing it to 2,000. Albuquerque certainly has done her "bit" for the Red
Cross.

Hard Time Dance
The members of the local Chapter
of the Red Cross will give a Hard
Times
Dance Saturday night January
Montoya, of Albuquerque, has 12, at
Sugarite, Colfax county, for
the Bernalillo
County
organized
Teachers' Glee Club, and they expect the benefit of the Red Cross.
to make their first public appearence Baca Sena
shortly. This club is made up en- W. O. W. Install Officer
tirely of New Mexico teachers.
At the Odd Fellows' hall Wednesday night the Woodmen of the
Gran Baile
World installed their newly elected
The Santa Fe Band gave a Gran officers for the ensninc
vear. The
Baile at the Armory last night. The meeting was well attended and
light
proceeds are to be used for band ex- refreshments were served.
penses. A large attendance was present and the participants spent sev- Dance Tuesday Night
eral hours of gayety.
Frank Owen, manager of the Sant
Fe Water and Light Co., invited a
few friends to the new office am
To Work for Humani'y
Miss Winifred Shuler, a popular Don Gaspar avenue Tuesday nigh'45
Raton young lady left a few days where the guests spent the evening
All present declare Mr.
ago for Camp Cody, Deming, where dancing.
she will take tip Y. W. C. A. work. Owen is a royal entertainer.
Teachers' Glee Club
County School Superintendent
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CAPITAL COAL

YARD

Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid, N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.

WELL-KNOW-

11

WAR-SERVIC- E

;

NEARA- - T. & S. F. DEPOT

PHONE

85 MAIN
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AUDITORIUM HOTEL

Denver for Shopping.
'Most convenient Hotel
Denver
block
from
Dry Goods Company
Only
Lewis
from
blocks
Dry Goods
Only
Only 2l2 blocks from Joslin Dry Goods
Daniel Fisher Dry Goods
Only blocks
blocks
the main theatres and all th
to
Only
main picture shows.
TWO NEW MODERN,
GARAGES JUST FINISHED WITHIN ONE HALF BLOCK OF HOTEL

X

C. A. BISHOP & CO.
IN THE

OLDEST INSURANCE AGENCY

OLDEST CITY

FIRE INSURAGE

V

t

LIFE INSURANCE

SURETY BONDS

POWER RATE

Four-rheg-

200 K. W. 7c per K. W.
300 K. W. 6c per K. W.
400 K. W. 5c per K. W.

S--

Spanish-America-

All in excess

of the above at 4c per K. W.

Special Rates for Cooking.
SANTA

FE WATER

&

LIGHT

CO.

n.

Could Not Eat or aieep
Made Well By PERUN

RATES AND PRICES ARE REASONABLE
The dinng room attractive and prices vcr
modest. The a la carte menu and table d'hotf
meals are both used.
Watson Bros, own the Hotel and furnishing?
TRY THE AUDITORIUM NEXT
TIME YOU COME TO DENVER.

1

Catarrh
For Year

Can Now
Eat and

correct rrrrnfo or

1

GOOD THINGS TO EAT
Bakery Good

Coffee Cake

Apple Pie
Raisin Pie

Raisin Bread

Fruits
Bananas
Grapes

x

Oranges
Apples

Vegetables-Cel- ery

Sweet Potatoes

Sleep
To My

WE HAVE THEM ALL
K

AUNE'S

PhoneZS

2

